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ABSTRACT

Presently, the power generated by integrated circuit
devices can produce significant temperature gradients across
the surface of the substrate.

The fluctuations to the

device operating temperature alter model parameters and can
adversely affect circuit operation.

However, SPICE can only

simulate an electrical circuit characterized by a single
uniform temperature for all device elements.

The following

work describes TWSPICE which is an enhanced version of SPICE
developed for electrical and thermal analysis.

TWSPICE can

accommodate individual operating temperatures for each of
the resistor, diode, and bipolar junction transistor
elements.

Furthermore, a thermal analysis algorithm, known

as the Unit Profile Method, has been incorporated within the
TWSPICE code to allow iterations between electrical and
thermal analyses.

Therefore, TWSPICE can be utilized for

simulation of electro-thermal interactions in integrated
circuits and testing them under more realistic conditions.
In addition, examples of application have been included.
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1

INTRODUCTION
The power density created on a substrate surface of an

integrated circuit (IC) escalates as device geometries
decrease and operating frequencies increase.

The large

power density can generate significant uniform and
nonuniform temperature fluctuations across the substrate
surface.

Subsequently, the operating temperatures can alter

circuit operation which may cause polarity changes in linear
circuits and adversely affect timing of digital circuitry.
Also, an increase in substrate temperature decreases the
mean-time-to-failure (MTTF) of a device.

More specifically,

the MTTF of a device decreases by half for every increase of
10 degrees Celsius in the operating temperature [Hanneman
1977].

Furthermore, bipolar junction transistors (BJT)

produce positive thermal feedback which can create thermal
runaway and destruction of the device.

With gallium

arsenide (GaAs) devices, the problems are compounded because
GaAs substrates have a thermal conductivity which is
approximately one-fourth that of silicon substrates.
Lastly, packaging of the device has become a critical
factor.

Localized areas of high temperature, "hot spots",

can no longer be rectified after packaging; therefore,
corrective measures must be executed during the design
process.

Consequently, heat dissipation has become an

important consideration throughout the design of integrated
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circuits.
The SPICE algorithm, developed at the University of
California - Berkeley, is the industry standard for
electronic circuit simulations.

Presently, SPICE limits the

electrical analysis to a single uniform operating
temperature for all circuit elements; and, SPICE is
incapable of calculating the temperature increases on the
substrate which are created by the power dissipation of the
circuit elements.

Earlier techniques for analysis and study

of electro-thermal interactions required a two step process.
First, SPICE was utilized to calculate the power dissipation
of the individual circuit elements.

Then, various thermal

analysis algorithms have been implemented to process the
SPICE output data for calculation of the substrate
temperature.

Since the temperature fluctuation can create

significant discrepancies in the circuit operation, this
process must be iterated several times in order to attain an
accurate profile of the substrate temperature.

However,

SPICE can only analyze electrical circuits with one common
operating temperature for all devices.

If the power

dissipation creates temperature gradients across the
substrate, subsequent SPICE iterations are imprecise.

A

recent technique avoided this limitation by appropriately
altering the individual device parameters to emulate
specific operating temperatures [So 1987].

Unfavorably,
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this technique is inherently limited to only DG operating
point analyses; the nonlinear characteristics of diodes and
transistors disallow the application of this technique to
other analyses, such as transient or AC analyses.
Furthermore, this procedure is unduly slow because the same
circuit must be repeatedly defined within the SPICE
algorithm for each iteration of the electrical analysis.
The following work removes all aforementioned limitations by
incorporating, within SPICE, a thermal analysis algorithm
and by expanding the capability of SPICE to handle
individual operating temperatures for every circuit device.

2

ELECTRO-THERMAL INTERACTION IN SEMICONDUCTOR DEVICES
2.1

Temperature dependence of fundamental
semiconductor properties

The basic properties of semiconductor material, as in
any material, vary with respect to the temperature.

These

fluctuations produce the variations in device parameters
which govern the operation of the circuit.

In order to

fully describe the electro-thermal interactions at the
device and circuit level, a background overview is given on
the fundamental properties of semiconductor materials with
an emphasis on their relation to temperature.
2.1.1

Carrier concentration.

One of the basic

properties of semiconductors is the concentration of
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carriers available for the conduction of electrical current.
The carriers consist of electrons in the conduction band and
holes in the valence band.

The holes in the valence band

are partly created by electrons crossing the energy gap from
the valence band into the conduction band.

The carrier

concentration for intrinsic materials is

n,(T) = 2(27rkT/h2)3/2(mn*mp*)3/4e"Eg/2kT

(2-1)

where k is Boltzmann's constant, T is the temperature in
degrees Kelvin, h is Planck's constant, mn* and mp* are the
effective masses of electrons and holes, respectively, and
Eg is the energy band gap for the given material [Streetman
1980].

Equation (2-1), which varies directly with

temperature, is primarily controlled by the exponential
temperature term.

Logically, as temperature increases, more

energy is available for transporting electrons across the
energy band gap into the conduction band, thereby increasing
the carrier concentration.
2.1.2

Mobility.

Mobility describes the ease at which

electrons or holes can move through the lattice structure.
Mobility, denoted by the symbol, n, has the units cm2/V-sec.
Electron and hole mobility are influenced by two types of
scattering mechanisms known as lattice scattering and
impurity scattering.

At high temperatures, the lattice
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atoms are moving vigorously and impede the movement of the
carriers.

As a result of lattice scattering, the

temperature dependence of mobility is proportional to T3/2.
Conversely, at low temperatures, the lattice atoms move less
and produce fewer collisions with carriers.

However, the

doping impurities, which are charged ions, can impart a
greater influence on the slower moving carriers.

Hence,

from impurity scattering, the temperature dependence of
mobility is proportional to T~3/2.

The overall mobility of

the carriers is equal to the sum of the inverse mobilities
of the two scattering mechanisms.

M"1 = Mt"1 + M2"1

Namely,

(2-2)

where /x.,"1 and jtx2"1 represent the mobilities created from the
lattice and impurity scattering mechanisms, respectively.
At low temperatures and significant impurity scattering, the
carrier mobility within a substance is relatively small and
increases with temperature.

As temperature increases

further, the impurity scattering diminishes and lattice
scattering becomes prominent, thereby causing the carrier
mobility to decrease.

Carrier mobilities can also be

defined with respect to the transit time between collisions.
The electron and hole mobilities are described by the
following equations, respectively.
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m„ = qt/V

(2-3a)

Mp = qt/mp*

(2-3b)

where q is the electron charge and t, which varies with
temperature, represents the mean time between collisions
[Streetman 1980].
2.1.3

Built-in junction potential.

A p-n junction is

created when a p-doped region and an n-doped region share a
common boundary.

Since the p-doped region has a much higher

concentration of holes than the n-doped region, holes
diffuse across the boundary into the n-doped region.
Similarly, electrons from the n-doped region diffuse across
the boundary into the p-doped region.

The diffusing

electrons and holes combine to create an electric field from
the n-doped region toward the p-doped region.

Consequently,

the electric field creates a drift current which opposes the
diffusion current.

At equilibrium, however, no net current

flows through the p-n junction and the drift current matches
the diffusion current.

The electric field, associated with

the currents, only appears within a limited transition area
located about the p-n junction.

As a direct result of the

electric field, an electrical potential is created across
the transition area.

This potential is known as the contact

potential or built-in junction potential.

The equation for

calculating the equilibrium junction potential is
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(kT/qJlnfiyVn,.2)

(2-4)

where Na and Nd are the doping concentrations for the p-doped
regions and n-doped regions, respectively, and n,.2 is the
intrinsic carrier concentration constant for the particular
material [Streetman 1980].

Note that the term, kT/q, is

known as the thermal voltage, denoted as Vt, and has units
of volts.

The only variables in equation (2-4) are the

temperature and the doping concentrations.

Since

fluctuations in doping concentrations are moderated by the
natural logarithm function, the contact potential is
dominated by variations in temperature.
2.1.4

Saturation current.

The saturation current is

given by

Is = qA[(Dp/Lp)pn + (D,/Ln)np]

(2-5)

where pn and np represent the electron concentration in the
p-doped region and the hole concentration in the n-doped
region, respectively, and A is the cross-sectional area of
the p-n junction [Streetman 1980].. The Dp and Dn variables
represent the diffusion coefficients of the p-doped and ndoped regions, respectively. The units of the diffusion
coefficients are given in,

cm2/sec,

and are related to the

associated hole and electron mobilities by the following
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equations.

Dn = Mn(kT/q)

(2-6a)

D
p

(2-6b)

= Mp(kT/q)

The above equations are known as the Einstein Relation
[Streetman 1980].

Recall that semiconductor mobility

initially increases with temperature and then decreases.
The diffusion coefficient will always be related to mobility
by the thermal voltage, kT/q, which obviously increases with
temperature.

The hole diffusion length, Lp, represents the

average distance a hole diffuses into the n-doped region
before recombining with an electron.

Likewise, Ln

represents the average distance an electron diffuses into
the p-doped region.

The diffusion length for holes and

electrons, respectively, is defined by

1/2
Lp = (D
v p T p)
7

(2-7a)

1 / 2
Ln = (D
v nT n')

(2-7b)

where rp and rn are the average lifetimes for the holes and
electrons, respectively [Streetman 1980].

Many of the terms

given in equation (2-5) fluctuate with temperature.

Thus,

the interactions of the terms become quite complex.

In

short, saturation current is strongly influenced by
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temperature.

Typically, the saturation current doubles with

every increase of 10°C.

Later, this result will prove very

important to the operation of diodes and BJT transistors.
2.2

Influence of temperature on electronic
device parameters

In general, the device parameters dictate the overall
performance of the circuit.

During the fabrication process,

certain parameters are maximized or minimized in order to
yield the best overall performance.

Additionally,

consideration must be given to the temperature sensitivity
of the device parameters.

Circuits, which are implemented

with devices that are overly sensitive to temperature
fluctuations, can result with diminished performance,
unreliable operation, or circuit failure.

The following

sections describe the influence of temperature on the
parameters of resistor, diode, and transistor elements.
Other elements, such as capacitors and inductors, are not
significantly influenced by temperature effects and are
omitted from the discussion.
2.2.1

Resistors.

Resistor elements, which operate

linearly and passively, are the simplest of all electronic
components.

Often in integrated circuits, resistors are

constructed by diffusing p material into an isolated n-doped
region.

In order to ensure a reverse bias along the

resulting p-n junction, the most positive voltage available
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on the circuit die is connected to the n-doped region
through substrate contacts.

Therefore, current will only

flow through the p-doped resistor region.

The resistance

value is determined by the size and shape of the resistor
region and the impurity concentration within the region.
Both the impurity concentration and the temperature of the
region determine the carrier concentration.

As the

temperature increases, the carrier concentration increases
which would suggest a decrease in resistance value.

Over

the typical operating temperature range of the device,
however, the carrier mobility is dominant and decreases
proportionally to T"3/2.

The net result is a resistance

value that varies directly with temperature.

Typically,

resistance values can vary as much as ±20% from nominal over
the temperature range of -50°C to 125°C.
2.2.2

Diodes.

Diodes are nonlinear devices which are

created by a single p-n junction.

The p-n junction

constrains the direction of current flow, namely from the ptype anode region to the n-type cathode region.

The amount

of current flowing through a diode is given by the diode
equation below,

I = I0(e<*v/vt - 1)

(2-8a)

Vt = kt/q

(2-8b)
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where I0 represents the saturation current and Vt represents
the thermal voltage [Streetman 1980].

The voltage, V, is

defined as the voltage potential of the anode relative to
the cathode.

The exponential term in equations (2-8a) and

(2-8b) quickly approaches zero as V becomes negative, thus I
becomes the negative or reverse saturation current.

The

saturation current is typically very small but, as stated
earlier, increases greatly with temperature.

Further

aberrations in diode operation result from the direct linear
proportionality of the thermal voltage with temperature.
The thermal voltage determines the amount of forward voltage
which is defined as a positive voltage from anode to cathode
required to turn "on" or activate the diode device.

Once

the voltage across the diode exceeds the thermal voltage,
current begins flowing freely through the device.
Therefore, the thermal voltage, which increases with
temperature, increases the diode "on" voltage.

This

characteristic is quite significant to circuit performance
throughout the operational temperature range.

Furthermore,

this characteristic has been exploited for temperature
compensation and temperature sensing in circuit designs.
2.2.3

Transistors.

Bipolar junction transistors (BJT)

are three terminal devices which are created from the
combination of two p-n junctions.

The three terminals are

known as the collector, base, and emitter.

The respective
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currents flowing into the three terminals follow the diode
equation (2-8a).

From Kirchhoff's current law, the terminal

currents must sum to zero; or, the current flowing through
the emitter, Ie, must equal the total of the base current,
Ib, and collector current, Ic.

Using equation (2-8a), base

and collector current are related by the following:

where the unit-less beta, 6, is known as the gain of the
transistor [Streetman 1980].
between 70 and 100.

Typical values of R range

This relation shows the domination of

the base current on transistor operation.

In addition, the

& value has substantial influence on overall transistor
performance.

Hence, variation in beta with respect to

temperature can induce substantial alterations to circuit
operation.

In fact, as power is dissipated by the device,

beta will increase with the device temperature.

As a

result, the collector current increases and the device
consumes more power.
thermal feedback.

This situation is known as positive

If the collector current remains

unrestrained and the heat is not adequately removed from the
device, thermal runaway occurs and the device is destroyed.
The various types of Field Effect Transistors (FETs)
are not characterized by positive thermal feedback.

In
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actuality, these transistors are mostly dependent on
internal resistance which increases with temperature.

As

the internal resistance increases, the current will
decrease; thereby decreasing power dissipation and finally
device operating temperature.

Currently, the power

densities created on the surface of these devices are not
sufficient to warrant further investigation.

Also, other

electronic devices, such as capacitors and inductors, are
not appreciably influenced by temperature and will not
receive further consideration.

CMOS technology, "which uses

n-channel and p-channel FET transistors, dissipates
relatively little power.

However, the operating frequency

of circuits implemented with CMOS technology directly
influences the power dissipation.

In fact at the operating

frequencies typically used, current CMOS circuits consume
power at the level of similar bipolar circuits. The speed of
CMOS circuits is primarily determined by the capacitance
present in the circuit.

As resistance increases with

temperature, signal delays are naturally lengthened.
Although the electro-thermal interactions of CMOS circuits
are notable, additional attention will be excluded at the
present time.
2.3

SPICE calculation of temperature dependent device
parameters

The SPICE algorithm updates device parameters for a
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given operating temperature prior to the simulation of the
circuit.

SPICE assumes that all device parameters specified

in the simulation input file were determined at 27°C.

Also,

SPICE utilizes a nominal temperature value of 27°C., which
is symbolized by TNOM in the following equations.

First,

the resistance value of a resistor at a given temperature is
determined by,

VALUE(TEMP) = VALUE(TNOM)*(1+TC1*(TEMP-TNOM)
+ TC2*(TEMP-TN0M)A2))

(2-10)

where TEMP is the uniform circuit device temperature, and
TCI and TC2 are the first- and second-order temperature
coefficients, respectively [Cohen 1976].

For BJT and diode

devices, temperature is directly expressed in the
exponential terms of the model equations which are utilized
by SPICE during simulation.

Saturation current, which is

included in the model equations, is also dependent on
temperature.

For diodes, the saturation current, IS, is

expressed as,

IS(TEMP) = 10*(TEMPA(PT/N))*EXP(-Q*EG/(K*N*TEMP)) (2-11)

where 10 is a constant, K is the Boltzmann's constant, and Q
is the electronic charge.

The other terms, such as PT, the
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saturation current temperature exponent, N, the emission
coefficient, and EG, the energy band gap, are all specified
as model parameters in the input data file.

For BJT

transistor devices, the saturation current is similarly
expressed as,

IS(TEMP) = IO*(TEMPAPT)*EXP(-Q*EG/(K*TEMP))

(2-12)

where again, PT and EG are specified model parameters in the
input data file.

Likewise, the junction potential, PHI, is

explicitly dependent on temperature and is calculated by,

PHI(TEMP) = K*TEMP/Q*LOG(NA*ND/NI(TEMP)A2)

(2-13)

where NA, the acceptor impurity density, ND, the donor
impurity density, and NI, the intrinsic concentration, are
specified process parameters.

3

INFLUENCE OF THERMAL FLUCTUATIONS ON THE DESIGN OF
INTEGRATED CIRCUIT DEVICES
3.1

Temperature influences on circuit operation and
application

Clearly, power dissipation on the surface of an
integrated circuit substrate can create fluctuations in the
operating temperature of the individual devices.

As shown
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earlier, electro-thermal interactions directly affect the
performance of circuit devices.

Currently, SPICE cannot

calculate any temperature fluctuations and, therefore, is
unable to appropriately update the model parameters.
Consequently, the accuracy of the SPICE simulation data is
diminished.

In fact, the simulation data can be flawed

considerably.

For instance, figure 1 shows the experimental

and simulation predicted DC transfer characteristic of a 741
operational amplifier [Fukahori and Gray 1976].

Certainly,

increases in device operating temperature could increase
propagation delays through digital gates, thus, reducing the
performance of high speed digital circuitry.

Disturbingly,

inaccurate calculation of power dissipation could possibly
render a selected cooling system inadequate.

Unfortunately,

SPICE does not produce sufficient information to predict all
possible effects of temperature on the integrated circuit or
the overall system.
3.2

Effects of temperature on device reliability

Temperature can cause an electronic device to fail
through various means.

First, temperature increases can

create a condition known as thermal runaway in bipolar
junction transistors.

As mentioned above, if heat is not

adequately removed from the transistor, the inherent
positive thermal feedback loop can cause physical
destruction of the device.

Second, an increase in substrate
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temperature can expand current loads through metal and
polysilicon interconnect lines.

Coupled with smaller device

geometries, interconnect lines have become acutely sensitive
to current overloads.

Lastly, operating temperature

increases can cause an indirect failure of a device through
degradation of circuit performance or operation.

Overall,

R. Hanneman [1977] reports a fifty percent reduction in
average device operating time before failure with each 10°C
increase in operating temperature.

Clearly, thermal

environment has strong influence on device reliability and
must be considered throughout the design process.
3.3

Constraints placed on device packaging from
efficiency of heat dissipation

As a result of the increased substrate power densities
and heat dissipation, device packaging has become crucial to
the design of electronic components.

Localized high

temperature areas or "hot spots" have become prevalent on
integrated circuit devices.

Packaging can no longer be

utilized to correct the situation after construction of the
device.

Therefore, appropriate packaging and heat

dissipation technigues must be determined during the design
process.

For instance, a ceramic pin grid array (CPGA)

package may be required instead of a less expensive plastic
leaded chip carrier (PLCC).

Also, large heat sinks may be

needed which would offset a residual benefit of smaller
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device geometries.

In addition, air cooling may be

insufficient, thereby requiring the use of liquid cooling.
Obviously, the final performance of the product can be
greatly affected by packaging requirements.
The preceding discussions indicate a necessity for
electro-thermal analysis of many circuit designs, where
SPICE simulations are used extensively.

Consequently, a

definite need exists which requires SPICE to have the
capabilities for handling the temperature variations.

4

THERMAL ANALYSIS ALGORITHMS
4.1

Techniques used for thermal analysis

Undoubtedly, a circuit designer is concerned about
operating temperature and heat dissipation.

Consequently,

various thermal analysis algorithms have been developed
which can yield some information on the thermal behavior of
a circuit substrate.

Unfortunately, most of the thermal

analysis algorithms are not easily adaptable to the many
heat sources present on an integrated circuit substrate.

In

fact, only one thermal analysis algorithm is adequate for
thermal modeling of integrated circuits.

The algorithm is

known as the Unit Profile Method and was recently developed
by Arthur L. Palisoc and Chin C. Lee at the University of
California-Irvine.

Before an in-depth description of the

Unit Profile Method is given, a short discussion of other
thermal analysis algorithms will be presented along with the
inherent deficiencies of each technique.
4.1.1

Analytical thermal analysis.

Miscellaneous

analytical techniques have been given in the references.
The analysis begins by determining isothermal and adiabatic
boundary conditions, assuming the unit heat source shape of
either rectangular, cylindrical, or circular, and finally
the shape of the heat conducting material [Anderson,
Witzman, and Borkowicz 1986; Castello and Antognetti 1978;
Leturcq and Cavalier 1974; Kokkas 1974; Lindsted and Surty
1972; Kennedy 1960; Hein 1967].

The thermal analysis is

performed through physical laws and various mathematical
techniques, such as Green's functions [Beck 1986],
eigenvalues [Kadambi and Abuaf 1985], etc.

Although the

results are accurate within the inherent limitations of the
model, the structures are relatively simple in comparison to
integrated circuits and usually involve only a single heat
source.

Additional heat sources quickly increase the

complexity of the model beyond practical analysis.

Since

integrated circuit devices are essentially located on the
top surface of the substrate, device parameters are only
determined by the temperature profile which is present at
the top surface.

The analytical techniques require

substantial derivation and physical data.

Conclusively,
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analytical thermal analysis techniques are not suitable for
the thermal modeling that is required for the electro
thermal simulation of integrated circuit devices.
4.1.2

Numerical thermal analysis techniques.

Finite

Difference (FD), Finite Element (FE), and the Boundary
Element Method (BEM) are the most common numerical thermal
analysis techniques.

The material of interest is depicted

by a grid of nodes which are interconnected through thermal
resistances.

The nodes symbolize three-dimensional regions

of the material.

The resolution or accuracy of the analysis

is enhanced by increasing the number of nodes to represent
the material.

The overall network is analogous to an

electrical circuit.

Heat sources are modeled as current

sources, thermal resistance as electrical resistance, and
thermal capacitance as capacitors.

The voltage of a node

represents the temperature of the node.

Furthermore, the

equation which determines the temperature profile is
analogous to Ohm's Law,

T
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where Q is heat flow in Watts and Rth is thermal resistance
in °C/W.

The three numerical methods are basically

variations on the selection and calculation of node
temperatures.

The accuracy of the techniques is adequate
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for analysis of electro-thermal interactions, however,
computation is slow and impractical for application to SPICE
simulations.

Computation time is wasted on the calculation

of temperature of areas which do not contain electrical
devices.
4.2

Unit Profile Method

The Unit Profile Method is a combination of analytical
and numerical thermal analysis techniques.

Recently, a

thermal analysis algorithm was developed by A.L. Palisoc and
C.C. Lee [1986] at the University of California-Irvine.

The

Unit Profile Method provides the basis for the enhancement
of the SPICE algorithm.
technique.

Below is a brief description of the

A detailed characterization of the Unit Profile

Method can be found in the reference material [Palisoc and
Lee 1988; Lee and Palisoc 1988, 1986; Lee, Min, and Palisoc
1989].
4.2.1

Operation of the Unit Profile Method.

The Unit

Profile Method begins by analytically determining the
temperature profile created by a single unit heat source on
a four layer infinite structure.

The following boundary

conditions describe the structure which is portrayed in
figure 2:
Uniform heat-flux density over the heat source
Heat source is in steady-state
Heat source has zero thickness
Thermal conductivity is constant over temperature
Top surface is adiabatic except over heat source
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Bottom surface is isothermal
Bottom surface can be defined as zero temperature or
characterized by a heat transfer coefficient
The change in temperature in the x and y-axis
directions approaches zero as x or y approach
infinity
Temperature is continuous at the interfaces between
boundaries

Furthermore, heat flow is assumed to be zero across the xaxis and y-axis.

Therefore, all four quadrants of the

infinite plane structure will be symmetrical and the
analysis of one quadrant is sufficient for the complete
thermal analysis of the structure.

One quadrant of the four

layer structure shown in figure 2 is given in figure 3. The
given boundary conditions suggest the implementation of a
double Fourier cosine transform.

The actual derivation is

lengthy and beyond the scope of this work.

A detailed

description of the derivation can be located in references
[Lee and Palisoc 1988].

In addition, the derived transform

is extensive and is not given.

At this point, A.L. Palisoc

and C.C. Lee [1988] define the size of the single heat
source as 2/Ltm x 2/xm, which becomes the unit heat source.
Figure 4 depicts the relative temperature increase created
by a single unit heat source on a multilayer infinite plate
structure.

This particular structure is composed of 0.38mm

GaAs, 0.05mm Au-Sn, and 0.38mm alumina.

The power of the

unit heat source is lOmW [Lee and Palisoc 1988].

Next, the

thermal resistance profile, that is created by the unit heat
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FIGURE 2.

Infinite Plane Model of an IC Device with a
Single Heat Source [Palisoc and Lee 1988].
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FIGURE 3.

One Quadrant Utilized for the Thermal
Analysis of the Structure Given in
Figure 2 [Palisoc and Lee 1988].
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UNIT THERMAL PROFILE

FIGURE 4.

Thermal Profile Created by a Unit Heat
Source on a Multilayer Infinite Plate
Structure [Lee and Palisoc 1988].
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source,

is calculated from equation (4-1).

Then, the

analytically derived thermal resistance profile is matched
by three empirical equations.

The form of the three

equations is given as the following:

0TH = 61 + 62R + S3 exp(«S4R2)

0<R<1.5/im

(4-2a)

©T^ = fig + (S^/(Sy + 6g(R—69))

1.5/nm<R<40^im

(4-2b)

R>40jLim

(4-2C)

©TH

=

5 10

+

5 11 R

+

5 12

eXP( 5 1 3 R 2 )

where ©TH is the thermal resistance, 6. are the parameters
for the unit profile of a given infinite plate structure,
and R is the distance from the center of the unit heat
source.

Once the parameters have been determined for

equation (4-2), the analytical data is discarded.

The

thermal profile across the top surface of the structure is
simply calculated by multiplying the unit heat source power
with equation (4-2).

Subsequently, a structure with many

and/or large heat sources can be portrayed by an equivalent
placement of unit heat sources.

The individual thermal

profiles generated by the unit heat sources are superimposed
to create the overall thermal profile.

The Unit Profile

Method is very fast and can reportedly perform real-time
thermal design [Lee and Palisoc 1988.

Furthermore, the

technique is extremely accurate provided the structure to
source area ratio is large and the source remains at least
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one structure thickness from the edge.

When the source is

placed within one structure thickness from the edge, the
infinite plate approximation is no longer valid.

However,

the technique can utilize the Method of Images for sources
located within one structure thickness from the edge.

Since

the walls of the structure are modeled as adiabatic, the
walls are regarded as perfectly reflecting.

Therefore,

images of the heat source will appear outside of the
boundaries of the structure.

The superposition of the

thermal profiles created by the image or possibly images of
a heat source will produce an overall accurate thermal
profile for those sources all the way to the edge of the
structure.

An illustration of the method of images is given

in Figure 5.

Consequently, the Unit Profile Method is an

extremely accurate and powerful thermal analysis algorithm
for structures composed of small, multiple heat sources.
4.2.2

Applicability of the Unit Profile Method to the

SPICE algorithm.

The requirements of the thermal analysis

algorithm is of primary concern.

The algorithm must perform

quickly and have minimal overhead requirements.

Again,

semiconductor components lie within a few microns of the
substrate surface, the temperature of internal nodes is
nonessential information.

Finite difference and finite

element techniques must calculate the temperature of all
nodes or areas, including internal nodes.

The Unit Profile
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Method of Images. Curve 1: Profile due to heat source over an
infinitely large plate; Curve 2: profile due to the source image; Curve 3:
actual profile taking into account the contribution from the image (effect of
boundary).

FIGURE 5.

Application of the Method of Images to a
Heat Source [Lee and Palisoc 1988].
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Method only calculates the temperature profile along one
surface of an object.

Furthermore, the Unit Profile Method

is well suited for thermal analysis of integrated circuit
devices.

The small, multiple heat sources present on an

integrated circuit are easily analyzed by this technique.
The four layer structure represents the chip substrate,
metalization, bonding layer, and the package.

Additionally,

the analysis algorithm requires little information.

The

only information required is the device location data and
the thirteen parameters for equation (4-2).

Lastly, the

execution time of the Unit Profile Method is minimal.
Conclusively, the Unit Profile Method is the method of
choice for implementation in the SPICE program.

5

SPICE INPUT DATA FILE REQUIREMENTS FOR ELECTRO-THERMAL
SIMULATIONS OF INTEGRATED CIRCUIT DEVICES
This section describes the options and data required by

the SPICE input data file to invoke a thermal analysis
during simulation.

Note that all of the required data is an

option; normal simulation can be performed without the
thermal analysis data.

The following information only

describes the enhancements to the SPICE algorithm.

For a

description of general SPICE operation, please review a
SPICE user's manual or related material [Cohen 1976].
Furthermore, a working knowledge of SPICE is beneficial for
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a thorough comprehension of the following material.

For

clarity, the following version of SPICE will be referred to
as TWSPICE.

The author has no knowledge of any other

company or proprietor using the TW prefix for SPICE and any
duplication is purely unintentional.
5.1

Initiating electro-thermal simulations

5.1.1

The .TGRAD card.

The .TGRAD card requests

simulations which include the substrate temperature profile
or gradient with the ambient temperature of the circuit
devices.

The general form for this card is given below.

**** .TGRAD CARD
GENERAL FORM

.TGRAD D1 [D2 [D3 ...]]

EXAMPLE

.TGRAD 20.0 10.0 5.0

The .TGRAD parameters are given in degrees Celsius and
specify the device model resolution at which the circuit
will be simulated.
5.1.2

Function of the thermal resolution for the diode

and BJT device models.

In SPICE, the operational

characteristic parameters for the diodes and BJT transistors
are defined in the specified model cards.

In order to

reflect the correct operating temperature for each diode and
BJT transistor, the devices must be associated with a model
card whose parameters have been adjusted for that particular
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operating temperature.

However, many diodes and BJT

transistors at different operating temperatures may access
the same model card.

Specifying a model card for each

device would be unacceptable because of the substantial
amounts of memory which could be required for the individual
models.

The parameters, Dn, serve as a thermal resolution

for the device models.

New device models will be created,

as needed, from the original TNOM temperature model for each
multiple of Dn above the TNOM or current analysis
temperature.

For instance, with Dn equal to 20 degrees

Celsius and the current analysis temperature at TNOM, device
models will be created as needed for temperatures of TNOM,
TNOM+20, TNOM+40, etc.

Succeeding notation will refer to

models whose parameters have been adjusted for temperature
gradients as the "increased temperature models" and the
original models which are specified in the input data file
will be referred to as the "ambient models".

Therefore,

each individual device will access the model that is closest
to its own current operating temperature.

The Dn parameters

must be positive; negative values will be ignored.
Simulation accuracy can be increased by specifying smaller
parameters in the .TGRAD card.

However, smaller Dn

parameters may increase the number of device models needed
for the simulation, thereby increasing the demand for memory
and computation time.
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Also, the parameters determine how many simulations
will be performed.

Similarly to the .TEMP card, an analysis

is performed for each parameter specified in the .TGRAD
card.

In the above example, three analyses are requested at

resolutions of 20.0, 10.0, and 5.0 degrees Celsius.

If the

.TGRAD card is used in conjunction with the .TEMP card, then
an analysis is performed for every combination of the .TGRAD
and .TEMP parameters.

In most instances, only one parameter

will be specified in the .TGRAD card.

Primarily, multiple

parameters will be defined to study the simulation
discrepancies produced by various thermal resolutions.

For

instance, a certain thermal resolution may be discovered to
be optimal for a given process or circuit design.
Therefore, decreasing the thermal resolution parameter below
this optimal value will substantially increase memory
requirements and computation time for minimal gains in
accuracy.
5.2

Data required within the element cards

The element cards for the resistors, diodes, and BJT
transistors are shown below.

All other element cards remain

unchanged from earlier forms.

**** RESISTORS
TWSPICE GENERAL FORM
RXXXXXXX N1 N2 VALUE [TC=TC1[,TC2]] [LD=X1,Y1,X2,Y2]
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+ [TD=ITD] [External]
EXAMPLE

RC1 12 17 IK TC=0.001,0.015 LD=2.0,5.0,6.2,7.1
+ TD=20.0

**** JUNCTION DIODES
TWSPICE GENERAL FORM
DXXXXXXX N+ N- MNAME [AREA] [OFF] [IC=VD] [LD=X1,Y1,X2,Y2]
+ [TD=ITD] [External]
EXAMPLE

DBRIDGE 2 10 DIODE1 LD=1.2,3.7,5.5,4.7

**** BIPOLAR JUNCTION TRANSISTORS
TWSPICE GENERAL FORM
QXXXXXXX NC NB NE MNAME [AREA] [OFF] [IC=VBE,VCE]
+ [LD=X1,Y1,X2,Y2] [TD=ITD] [External]
EXAMPLE

Q23 10 24 13 QMOD IC=0.6,5.0 TD=15

5.2.1
substrate.
device.

Physical location of the devices on the
The variable LD represents the location of the

Quantities XI, Yl, X2, and Y2 (left X-coordinate,

lower Y-coordinate, right X-coordinate, and upper Ycoordinate of the device, respectively) indicate a
rectangular area corresponding to the location of the device
on the circuit die.

An error will result if any of the LD

values of any device lies outside of the specified chip
dimensions.

However, the rectangular area of one device may

overlap an area occupied by another device including
resistors, diodes, or BJT transistors.

Since the unit heat
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source is 2/zm x 2/xm, the overlap may be required for devices
which lie in close proximity with each other.

Also, BJT

transistors with multiple collectors or emitters are
electrically simulated as parallel and unique transistors
but will require identical topography data for the thermal
simulation.

A large resistor that meanders across a circuit

die must be divided into two or more resistors such that all
resistors have a rectangular shape.

Any device topology

errors that may occur will be indicated in the output file.
The topology data and any associated errors are ignored if
the EXTPAN option is specified in the .OPTIONS card of the
input file.

The various uses of the EXTPAN option will be

given below.
5.2.2
devices.

Initial operating temperatures of the individual

When performing temperature gradient circuit

simulations, TNOM or the current analysis temperature
specified in the .TEMP card represents the ambient
temperature.

The variable TD stands for the temperature

difference of that element from the ambient temperature.
The quantity ITD sets the initial temperature difference
from TNOM or current analysis temperature for the associated
element.

This optional field is useful for decreasing the

amount of computation time needed to attain thermal
convergence.

The specification of this quantity is

particularly useful when making minor changes to the
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circuit.

For example, if the operating temperatures of the

individual circuit elements are known, then these
temperatures can be specified in the appropriate ITD
variables within the input data file.

Thus, changing a few

resistance values will not greatly affect the temperature
gradients and hence, thermal convergence could occur on the
first or second iteration.

Additionally, the TD values can

be utilized in conjunction with the EXTPAN parameter in the
.OPTIONS card to provide output for use by an external
thermal analysis algorithm or to simply study circuit
behavior under various conditions.
In the above example for the diode, DBRIDGE is
connected to nodes 2 and 10 with model name DIODE1.

The

diode is physically located on the chip between x-locations
1.2 and 5.5 and y-locations 3.7 and 4.4.

Since no TD value

was specified, the initial temperature of the diode defaults
to TNOM or the current analysis temperature.

In the BJT

example, note that the LD values were not specified but the
TD value was set to 15 degrees Celsius above TNOM or the
current analysis temperature.

Therefore, provided that

EXTPAN was specified in the .OPTIONS card, only one
simulation which includes temperature gradient and selfheating effects will be executed for each analysis
temperature in the .TEMP card and each thermal resolution in
the .TGRAD card.

The EXTPAN option suppresses the thermal
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analysis, the thermal convergence tests, and error checking
of the topography data.

However, the EXTPAN option will

appropriately update the circuit elements to the temperature
specified in the input data file.
5.2.3

Circuit devices located externally to the

substrate.

Most simulations include circuitry which

emulates the load on the integrated circuit.

Obviously, the

load circuitry will be external to the substrate of the
integrated circuit device and should not be included in the
thermal analysis.

Specification of the EXTERNAL value in

the element card will remove the device from the thermal
analysis.
5.3

Electrical simulation will proceed normally.
Describing the physical attributes of the
substrate

5.3.1

The .CHDIM card.

The .CHDIM card specifies the

physical dimensions of the circuit die.

The general form is

given below.

**** .CHDIM
GENERAL FORM

.CHDIM -X +X -Y +Y X-subintervals
+ Y-subintervals IDEPTH

EXAMPLE

.CHDIM 0.0 50.0 -30.0 30.0 5 10 750

The first two parameters, -X and +X, specify the left
and right side borders of the circuit die.

The middle two

parameters, -Y and +Y, specify the bottom and top borders of
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the circuit die.

All devices must lie within the dimensions

specified in the .CHDIM card.
5.3.2

Implementation of subintervals for testing of

thermal convergence.

The next two parameters specify the

number of subintervals in the X and Y directions,
respectively.

The subintervals combine to create subareas

on the surface of the circuit die.

These subareas are

utilized for the testing of thermal convergence on the
substrate surface.

More subintervals will improve the

accuracy of the simulation but will increase computation
time.

The smallest possible subarea will be equal to the

unit heat source size which has a default value of 2/xm x
2jum.

The smallest number of valid subintervals per side of

the chip is zero.

If both subintervals are given as zero,

then the entire surface of the circuit die will be the
subarea.

This configuration can be appropriately applied to

the analysis of a circuit which is dominantly influenced by
nearly constant substrate heating.

Negative values that are

specified for the subinterval parameters will be ignored and
default to zero.
5.3.3

Function of the substrate depth field.

The

final parameter of the .CHDIM card specifies the thickness
of the four layer structure which composes the integrated
circuit.

The IDEPTH parameter must be specified in microns.

The IDEPTH parameter defines the region from the chip
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boundaries at which the Method of Images must be
incorporated into the Unit Profile Method thermal analysis
algorithm.

Negative values specified for the IDEPTH

parameter will produce a fatal error and the simulation will
be halted.
5.4

The .THERM card

The .THERM card specifies the empirical thermal
analysis coefficients for the three equations which are
utilized by the Unit Profile Method.

The general form for

the .THERM card is given below.

**** .THERM card
GENERAL FORM

.THERM TCI TC2 TC3 TC4 TC5 TC6 TC7 TC8 TC9
+ TC10 TC11 TC12 TC13

EXAMPLE

.THERM -2000 0 5000 -0.345 0 300 1 0.234 1.5
+ 1 0 245 -0.00133

The TCn, temperature coefficient parameters, map
directly into equations (4-2) given above.

The analytical

thermal analysis program is not included in TWSPICE because
of the unneeded complexity.

Only the temperature

coefficients are needed to calculate the temperature profile
on the substrate surface.

A library of temperature

coefficients for several packaging configurations should be
stored for convenience.

If a library of thermal profile

parameters is available, the packaging influence on circuit

behavior could be easily performed by merely substituting
the .THERM parameters in the input data file.

After

simulating with different packages, the most efficient
package or the possible packages for the particular circuit
design could be determined.
5.5

The .OPTIONS card

The .OPTIONS card has been appended for TWSPICE.

The

options configure the simulation for the specific
requirements of the user.

Any options that are not

specified will use the default values.

NOTEMP

Specifying NOTEMP, no element temperatures,
will suppress the printout of the initial element
temperatures specified in the input data file and
of the final element temperatures after attainment
of thermal convergence.

EXTPAN

Specifying EXTPAN, external temperature analysis,
will cause the simulation to execute with
utilization of the TD values only. If desired,
the LD values can be omitted without risk of
halting the simulation. The circuit simulation
will only be performed once for each combination
of the analysis parameters specified in the .TEMP
and .TGRAD cards. No thermal convergence testing
will be performed. This option permits the use of
a temperature analysis algorithm which is external
to TWSPICE. Also, the EXTPAN option allows
examination of the circuit under various thermal
conditions.

INTHA

Specifying INTHA, intermediate thermal analysis,
produces a thermal analysis on the initial
operating point preceding a transient analysis.
Thermal convergence must be achieved before the
transient analysis can continue. Use of this
parameter should accelerate the transient analysis
by attaining thermal convergence with fewer
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iterations.
TMPTOL=x

TMPTOL, temperature tolerance, specifies the
absolute maximum average discrepancy of the
subareas between simulation iterations for thermal
convergence. The default value is 5.0 degrees
Celsius.

TMXT0L=x

TMXTOL, maximum temperature tolerance, specifies
the absolute maximum discrepancy of any one
subarea between simulation iterations for thermal
convergence. The default value is 10.0 degrees
Celsius.

ITLTHM=x

The ITLTHM, iteration limit for thermal
convergence, parameter specifies the maximum
number of simulations which can be performed to
achieve thermal convergence. The default value
for this parameter is 10.

TPGELN=x

The TPGELN, topography unit element, parameter
specifies the size of the unit source dimension.
This parameter is utilized by the Unit Profile
Method. The TPGELN parameter defaults to 2/xm,
which is used by the current Palisoc-Lee thermal
analysis algorithm.

THMRAD=x

The THMRAD, thermal radius, parameter defines a
circular region around each heat dissipating
element. Any other heat dissipating elements
either contained wholly or partially by this
region will be added to the LTP table of that
particular element. If the THMRAD parameter is
set to zero, then all elements will be placed in
each LTP table. The default value is 60jum.

RANGEl=x

The RANGE1 parameter is utilized in the Unit
Profile Method. At distances from the heat source
less than or equal to RANGE1, equation (4-2a) is
applied to calculate the thermal resistance. The
default value is 1.5jum.

RANGE2=x

The RANGE2 parameter is utilized in the Unit
Profile Method. At distances from the heat source
which are greater than RANGE1 but less than
RANGE2, equation (4-2b) is applied to calculate
the thermal resistance. At distances from the
heat source greater than RANGE2, equation (4-2c)
is applied to calculate the thermal resistance.
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The default value is 40/nm.

6

STRUCTURE AND FUNCTION OF THE TWSPICE ALGORITHM
Incorporating the thermal analysis algorithm within

SPICE required the alteration of several SPICE subroutines.
Furthermore, many subroutines were added to the SPICE
algorithm for calculating the temperature profiles, updating
the device parameters, and testing for thermal convergence.
Otherwise, existing SPICE subroutines were utilized wherever
possible.
6.1

The linked-list structure

The linked-list specifications of the TWSPICE elements
must be modified from the current version.

Additional

memory locations must be added to store the device
topography, operating temperature, power dissipation, and
temperature calculation data of each resistor, diode, and
BJT transistor element.

The temperature profile calculation

data will be stored in the LTP table for each of the power
dissipating elements.

The notation "p[APD(source n)]" is

defined as the pointer to the memory location containing the
average power dissipation of the nth source.

The notation

"f(avg. dist. to n) is defined as the constant which is a
function of the average distance to the nth source .

This

constant will be referred to as the "heating coefficient".
The heating coefficient is indirectly proportional to the
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distance from the heat source.

Specifically, the function

incorporates the equation (4-2) specified by the Unit
Profile Method along with the associated coefficients given
in the .THERM card.

The notation "f(avg. dist. to 0) refers

to the heating coefficient of the heat source to itself.
This is also referred to as the self-heating coefficient.
The LTP table and calculation of the heating coefficient
will be described in detail below.
6.1.1

Element cards.

The updated linked-list

specifications for resistor, diode, and BJT transistor
elements are given in figures 6, 7, and 8, respectively.
The individual element device topography, initial
temperature difference, average power dissipation, and selfheating coefficient values are appended to the end of the
LOCV list for each resistor, diode, and BJT transistor
element in the global array, VALUE.

The topography

locations will be tested for invalid locations on the
circuit die.

Later, the topography variables will be

utilized to generate the LTP tables.

The device temperature

variables will be set to the initial conditions during the
scan of the input data file.

Then, the device temperatures

will be updated after each simulation for testing of thermal
convergence.

Subsequently, the device parameters will be

updated to correspond with the updated device temperatures.
The device average power dissipation variable will be
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RESISTOR
ID = 1
1
LOC+ 0
+ 1
+ 2
+ 3
+ 4
+ 5
+ 6
+ 7
+ 8
+ 9
+10

subckt info
next-pointer
LOCV+ 0:
LOCV
+ 1:
nl
+ 2:
n2
+ 3:
(nl,n2)
+ 4:
(n2,nl)
5:
+
(nl,nl)
6:
+
(n2,n2)
LTP offset
+ 7:
Subarea location
+ 8:
External
+ 9:
+10:
+11:
LTP +
+
+
+

0:
1:
2:
3:

+ n:

FIGURE 6.

element name
g(TEMP)
r(TNOM)
temp, coefficient 1
temp, coefficient 2
left X-coord.
lower Y-coord.
right X-coord.
upper Y-coord.
device temperature
avg. power disp.
f(avg. dist. to 0)
p[APD(source 1)]
f(avg. dist. to 1)
p[APD(source 2)]
f(avg. dist. to 2)
•
•
•
sublist end marker

Linked-list Structure for the RESISTOR
Element.
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DIODE
ID = 11
- 1
LOC+ 0
+ 1
+ 2
+ 3
+ 4
+ 5
+ 6
+ 7
+ 8
+ 9
+10
+11
+12
+13
+14
+15
+16
+17
+18

subckt info
next-pointer
LOCV+ 0
LOCV
+ 1
np
+ 2
nn
np'
+ 3
mp
+ 4
off
+ 5
(np,np1)
+ 6
(nn,np1)
+ 7
(np',np)
+ 8
(np',nn)
+ 9
LXi offset
LXi + 0
+ 1
LDO offset
+ 2
(np,np)
+ 3
(nn,nn)
+ 4
(np1,np')
LTP offset
LTP + 0
Subarea location
+ 1
External
+ 2
+ 3

element name
area factor
IC: vd
left X-coord.
lower Y-coord.
right X-coord.
upper Y-coord.
device temperature
avg. power disp.
f(avg. dist. to 0)
v(diode)
i(diode)
geq
q(diode capacitance)
i(diode capacitance)
p[APD(source 1)]
f(avg. dist. to l)
p[APD(source 2)]
f(avg. dist. to 2)

+ n: sublist end marker

FIGURE 7.

Linked-list Structure for the DIODE
Element.
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BJT
ID = 12
- 1
LOC+ 0
+ 1
+ 2
+ 3
+ 4
+ 5
+ 6
+ 7
+ 8
+ 9
+10
+11
+12
+13
+14
+15
+16
+17
+18
+19
+20
+21
+22
+23
+24
+25
+26
+27
+28
+29
+30
+31
+32
+33
+34
+35
+36
+37
+38

subckt info
next-pointer
LOCV+ 0: element name
LOCV
+ 1: area factor
nc
+ 2: IC: vbe
nb
+ 3: IC: vce
ne
nc1
+ 4: left X-coord.
nb1
+ 5: lower Y-coord.
+ 6: right X-coord.
ne'
mp
+ 7: upper Y-coord.
+ 8: device temperature
off
+ 9: avg. power disp.
(nc,nc1)
+10: f(avg. dist. to 0)
(nb,nb')
(ne,ne')
(nc1,nc)
(nc1,nb•)
(nc1,ne1)
(nb',nb)
(nb1,nc•)
(nb•,ne')
(ne1,ne)
(ne1,nc1)
(ne1,nb•)
LXi offset
LXi + 0 vbe
+ 1 vbc
LDO offset
+
2 ic
(nc,nc)
+ 3 ib
(nb,nb)
+ 4 gpi
(ne,ne)
1
+ 5 gmu
(nc ,nc•)
1
+ 6 gmo
(nb ,nb')
1
+ 7 go
(ne ,ne•)
+ 8 q(cbe)
allocated
+ 9 i(cbe)
allocated
+10 q(cbc)
allocated
+11 i(cbc)
allocated
+12 q(ccs)
allocated
+13 i(ccs)
allocated
. LTP offset
LTP + 0 p[APD(source 1)]
Subarea location
+ 1 f(avg. dist. to 1)
External
+ 2 p[APD(source 2)]
+ 3 f(avg. dist. to 2)
+ n: sublist end marker

FIGURE 8.

Linked-list Structure for the BJT Element.
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updated after each simulation timestep in order to
recalculate the thermal profile of the substrate surface
after the completion of the electrical simulation.

The LTP

table will have data entries for each of the resistor,
diode, and BJT transistor elements.

The size of the LTP

table, which is determined by the total number of data
entries from each heat dissipating element, will be stored
in variable NTPRF in COMMON-block CIRDAT.

The LTP tables

are utilized to generate the temperature profile across the
circuit die between iterations of the circuit simulations.
Once created, the values contained in the LTP tables are
never altered.

Although the initial set-up time of the LTP

tables may become substantial, the tables greatly decrease
the calculation time for every subsequent calculation of the
thermal profile.

Lastly, the EXTERNAL option for exclusion

of thermal analysis is appended to the LOC list of each
element.
6.1.2

Model cards.

The linked-list specifications for

the diode and BJT models will be appended with a temperature
variable to the LOCV list in the global array, VALUE.

The

variable will be located at LOCV+19 in the diode model and
at LOCV+55 in the BJT model.

These variables will only be

used to check the status of temperature increased model
parameters.

The variable will be initially set to zero when

memory is allocated for the increased temperature model.
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When the model parameters are calculated for a particular
temperature, the variable will be set to the corresponding
operating temperature of the model parameters.

Once the

variable has been set to some non-zero value, the increased
temperature model parameters will no longer be updated.
Since all models specified in the input data file were
specified for TNOM, these models are considered as the
ambient models and the associated temperature variables will
equal negative one for identification purposes.

If thermal

convergence is achieved and another simulation is requested
from the .TGRAD or .TEMP cards, then all diode and BJT
transistor elements will once again access the original
ambient model in preparation for the pending simulation.
This property has been included to diminish the complexity
of the thermal analysis algorithm.

All other linked-list

specifications are unchanged.
6.2

Additions to the FORTRAN COMMON-blocks

The COMMON-blocks contain global information which are
used by various subroutines.

The following COMMON-blocks

utilized by the SPICE algorithm have been appended for
organized management of the additional data.

TABINF
COMMON-block TABINF contains the table information such
as table pointers and table lengths. The notation
"tp(table_name)11 means the block variable contains the table
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pointer for a COMMON-block table known as table_name.
TABINF has been appended with the following for management
of the thermal data.
name
ITGRDS
NUMTGD
ISUBSZ
ISUBCR
ISUBPV
NUMSUB
LTP
IOLDTP

description
tp(thermal resolutions)
size of ITGRDS table
(0=> no thermal analysis requested)
tp(heat source area of ea. subarea)
tp(current subarea temp, values)
tp(previous subarea temp, values)
size of ISUBSZ, ISUBCR and ISUBPV
tables
tp(temp. profile generation data)
tp(previous element temperatures)

MISCEL
COMMON-block MISCEL contains the miscellaneous
variables, such as the circuit title and execution times of
various subroutines.
name
RSTATS()

description
program statistics
(12) - cpu time: LTPGEN
(13) - cpu time: MAKMAP
(14) - cpu time: PROFIL
(15) - cpu time: THMANL

CIRDAT
COMMON-block CIRDAT contains the miscellaneous circuit
data.
name
NTPRF

description
size of LTP table

STATUS
COMMON-block STATUS contains the variables that
determine the simulation status. STATUS has been appended
with the following.
name
EXTPAN

description
nonzero => use TD values, ignore
topography deficiencies, perform
one simulation per combination of
.TEMP and .TGRAD parameters, and
conduct no testing for thermal
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ITGDNO

convergence.
thermal resolution number

FLAGS
COMMON-block FLAGS contains the miscellaneous output
and error flags. FLAGS has been appended with the
following.
name
ITLTHM

IPRNTT

description
iteration limit for number of
complete circuit simulations
performed for achievement of
thermal convergence.
nonzero => print the initial and
final operating temperatures of the
individual heat dissipating
elements.

KNSTNT
COMMON-block KNSTNT contains the constants implemented
during simulation. KNSTNTS has been appended with the
following.
name
TMPTOL
TMXTOL
TPGELN

description
average thermal convergence
tolerance per subarea
maximum thermal convergence
tolerance for any subarea
physical size for an edge of the
unit source element in microns.
The value is utilized by the Unit
Profile Method algorithm. Default
value i s 2fxm.

TRAN
COMMON-block TRAN contains data describing the desired
transient analysis.
name
ITAFLG

description
nonzero => perform intermediate
thermal analyses until thermal
convergence is attained for the
initial operating point.
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The following COMMON-blocks have been created for
handling of circuit topography, device power dissipation,
and thermal analysis data.

CHPDAT
COMMON-block CHPDAT contains chip data such as the
physical location of the chip borders and the subinterval
data.
name
ILTBDR

IRTBDR

IBTBDR

ITPBDR

IXAXIS
IYAXIS
ISUBIX
ISUBIY

description
Specifies the location of the
left border of the circuit die.
The quantity is divisible by TPGELN
and is no larger than the -X
parameter defined in the .CHDIM
card.
Specifies the location of the right
border of the circuit die. The
quantity is divisible by TPGELN and
is no smaller than the +X parameter
defined in the .CHDIM card.
Specifies the location of the
bottom border of the circuit die.
The quantity is divisible by TPGELN
and is no larger than the -Y
parameter defined in the .CHDIM
card.
Specifies the location of the top
border of the circuit die. The
quantity is divisible by TPGELN and
is no smaller than the +Y parameter
defined in the .CHDIM card.
number of discrete units defined by
TPGELN along the X-axis.
number of discrete units defined by
TPGELN along the Y-axis.
number of subintervals specified
along the X-axis
number of subintervals specified
along the Y-axis

THMINF
COMMON-block THMINF contains the thermal information
required to perform the thermal analysis and testing for
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thermal convergence.
name
THMPAR(13)
ITTHRM
CTHDSC
CMTPDS
ITHCON
THMRAD
RANGE1
RANGE2

6.3

description
contains the values of the 13
coefficients specified in the
.THERM card
current simulation iteration
current average subarea temperature
discrepancy between previous two
simulations
current maximum subarea temperature
discrepancy between previous two
simulations
nonzero => thermal convergence has
been attained.
utilized by LTPGEN for determining
thermal influence between heat
dissipating elements.
defines distance at which the Unit
Profile Method utilizes either
equation (4-2a) or equation (4-2b).
defines distance at which the Unit
Profile Method utilizes either
equation (4-2b) or equation (4-2c).

The root overlay

The current SPICE program is composed of an overlay
root which utilizes seven major overlays.

TWSPICE will have

an added overlay called THMANL for handling of the thermal
analysis and convergence testing.

The following paragraphs

describe the alterations to the current subroutines along
with the functionalities and operations of the new
subroutines.

The SETUP, ACAN, DCOP, and OVTPVT overlays

were not significantly altered and, therefore, will be
omitted from the following descriptions.
The root overlay contains the main program.

Also, the

root overlay contains the subroutines DMPMEM, TMPUPD, and
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FIND which have been updated for TWSPICE.

In addition, the

root overlay includes subroutines GRDUPD, THMMOD, MODALT,
MAKMAP, LTPGEN, MODRMV, and TDPRNT which have been created
for TWSPICE.

The following is a general overview of the

functions performed by the subroutines which are called
during the root overlay.
After the input data file is processed by the READIN
overlay, subroutine MODALT prepares the diode and BJT
transistor models for duplication and later updating as
increased temperature models.

The first execution of

subroutine THMMOD creates the model names and the memory
space for the increased temperature models which are
required by the input data file.

Subsequent subroutine

calls to THMMOD will create additional increased temperature
models as necessary.

Subroutine MAKMAP will normalize the

individual element topography variables with respect to the
TPGELN parameter and calculate the element subarea location.
Subroutine MAKMAP is executed a single time and the required
computation time is stored in variable RSTATS(13).

The

normalized topography values will be used extensively by
subroutine LTPGEN for generation of the LTP tables.
Likewise, subroutine LTPGEN is performed a single time and
the required computation time is placed in variable
RSTATS(12).

Later, subroutine PROFIL, which is located in

the THMANL overlay, will utilize the LTP tables for rapid
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calculation of the temperature profile.

The CPU time

utilized by PROFIL will be stored in RSTATS(14).

Subroutine

GRDUPD, which is a modification of the temperature updating
subroutine TMPUPD, will calculate and update the parameters
for the increased temperature models.

Then, the requested

analysis will be simulated on the given circuit until
thermal convergence is achieved.

After each completed

simulation, the THMANL overlay will be executed to calculate
the device power dissipation and the thermal profile of the
circuit die.

The CPU time required by the THMANL overlay

will be stored in RSTATS(15).

Additionally, the THMANL

overlay will perform the thermal convergence testing.

Once

thermal convergence has been achieved, the overlay root will
print the results, configure the next .TEMP and .TGRAD
combination, execute the thermal gradient simulations again.
Once the .TEMP and .TGRAD combinations have been exhausted,
the root overlay will exit the TWSPICE algorithm.

A

flowchart describing the operation of the overlay root is
given in figure 9.

The following is a detailed functional

description of the individual subroutines which are required
for proper TWSPICE operation.
6.3.1

The MODALT subroutine.

As stated earlier,

subroutine MODALT prepares the diode and model names given
in the input data file for duplication in subroutine THMMOD.
Obviously, the increased temperature models cannot have an
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identical name to the ambient temperature model.

However,

any new model names given to the increased temperature
models must still have a link to the ambient temperature
model.

Therefore, MODALT will replace the last two

characters of each ambient model name with the character
string "00".

Later, subroutine THMMOD will create the

increased temperature model names with the first six
characters of the associated ambient model name and the last
two characters will be a character string which represents
the multiples of the current thermal resolution value which
is given in the .TGRAD card.

For instance, a model with

name "DIODE" specified in the input data file will have an
ambient model name of "DIODE 00".

An increased temperature

version of this model at a temperature of two multiples of
the current thermal resolution above the current analysis
temperature will have a model name of "DIODE 02".

Any

temperatures that are greater than 99 multiples of the
thermal resolution parameter are considered invalid.

If

such a condition is encountered, an error message will be
printed and the simulation will be halted upon exiting of
subroutine THMMOD.

The first six characters of the model

name provide the link with the original or ambient model and
the last two characters provide a link between an element
and the appropriate temperature model.

This format,

however, limits the model names for the diode and BJT
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transistor models from the original eight characters to only
six characters.

A model name can still be specified by

eight characters, but two or more model names that have
identical names through the first six characters will become
duplicate model names after execution of subroutine MODALT.
For example, both model names DBRIDGE1 and DBRIDGE2 will
become DBRIDGOO after MODALT.

Therefore, if a model name of

more than 6 characters is detected, subroutine MODALT issues
a warning but will not halt the simulation.

Lastly,

subroutine MODALT will place a negative one value in the
temperature fields of the ambient models which are located
at LOCV+19 and LOCV+55 for diodes and BJT transistors,
respectively.

The negative value in the model temperature

field will be utilized to quickly identify the ambient
models from the created increased temperature models.
6.3.2

The THMMOD subroutine.

Subroutine THMMOD which

is included in the root and THMANL overlays searches through
the linked-list structure of the diode and BJT transistor
elements for the individual element temperature and model
name.

If the element is associated with the appropriate

model, then the linked-list search will continue.

If not,

subroutine FIND will be utilized to find the appropriate
model or to add the model to the linked-list structure.
After execution of subroutine FIND, the current device
element will access the appropriate model by updating the
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model pointer in the linked-list structure.

If the model

had to be added to the linked-list structure, the parameters
of the corresponding ambient temperature model, excluding
the temperature field, are copied directly into the
allocated memory space for the new model.

The temperature

field of the new model will be set to zero.

Later, the

parameters will be updated in the GRDUPD subroutine.
Lastly, subroutine THMMOD will detect and report any device
temperatures which are 99 multiples of the thermal
resolution parameter above the ambient temperature.

The

TWSPICE algorithm is not configured for these temperatures.
Consequently, simulation of the circuit will be halted upon
return from subroutine THMMOD.
6.3.3

The MAKMAP subroutine.

Subroutine MAKMAP is

executed a single time to normalize the individual element
topography variables and to detect any topography errors.
The topography variables are normalized to the number of
increment lengths given by the TPGELN parameter from the
left and bottom borders of the substrate for the X and Y
axes, respectively.

Normalizing the topography variables by

this method provides an efficient means for determining
distance between elements, calculating the heating
coefficients, and testing for thermal convergence.

Once

normalized, however, the topography variables are never
altered again.

During normalization, an element must
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encompass the center of a discrete area, as shown in figure
10, in order to occupy the area.

Additionally, subroutine

MAKMAP creates the current and previous temperature profile
subarea maps.

The current temperature map, ISUBCR, and the

previous temperature map, ISUBPV, will be used for
determination of thermal convergence.

These maps will have

discrete areas which are specified by the number of
subintervals for the X and Y axes and the size of the
circuit die.

The maps will be updated after each iteration

of the electrical analysis.

The number of individual

subareas will be stored in variable NUMSUB which is
determined from the specified X and Y subintervals given in
the .CHDIM card.

Each subarea in the ISUBCR and ISUBPV maps

will contain a whole number of discrete areas.

Subroutine

MAKMAP will determine the subarea location for each element.
An element is defined to be in the subarea that contains a
majority of the element area.

The subarea location will be

stored with the element in the linked-list structure.

Table

ISUBSZ will contain the amount of area contained by heat
sources for each of the individual subareas.

The ISUBSZ

table is utilized for calculation of the average subarea
temperature.
Although most of the required thermal analysis data can
be checked for errors during the READIN overlay.
Nonetheless, the MAKMAP subroutine must be appended to
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Determination of the Unit Source Area
Occupied by a Device Element.
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verify that the individual locations of the circuit elements
lie within the borders of the circuit die.

The border

locations of the circuit elements and the circuit die are
specified in separate cards, thereby requiring the error
testing to be performed outside of the READIN subroutine.
Additionally, the borders of the circuit elements and the
circuit die are checked for validity.

Meaning, the left

border of the circuit die or element is not located to the
right of the right border and so on.

If any errors are

detected, the appropriate error message is given and the
simulation is halted upon exit of the MAKMAP subroutine.
The topography errors, described above, were not checked
during subroutine ERRCHK in order to decrease computation
time.

By performing the error checking within subroutine

MAKMAP, the linked-list structure is accessed only once for
both normalizing the topography variables and performing the
error checking.

The execution time of subroutine MAKMAP is

stored in variable RSTATS(13).
6.3.4

The LTPGEN subroutine.

constructs the LTP table.

Subroutine LTPGEN

The LTP table provides the

foundation for the Unit Profile Method thermal analysis
algorithm.

As related above, the temperature increase is

calculated by multiplying the thermal resistance from the
source by the power dissipation of the source as in equation
(6-1) below.

Tda

=

0TH

* Q

+

(6-1)

Tani>

where Tda is the temperature increase produced at the unit
area, 0TH is the thermal resistance between the unit area
and the source, Q is the power dissipation of the source,
and Tamb is the ambient temperature.

Subsequently, the

temperature of each unit area is increased by every heat
source on the substrate.

The overall temperature of a unit

area is calculated by superimposing or summing all of the
temperature increases created by all of the heat source
elements.

T.inc = T\da - Tamb
. = SR.
* Q.
i
*1

(6-2)
v
'

where Tinc is the temperature increase associated with the
unit area under investigation or target, R; is the thermal
resistance between the unit area and the ith source element,
and Qf is the power dissipation of the ith source element.
However, two approximations have been imposed on the Unit
Profile Method in order to diminish the complexity of the
algorithm and, more importantly, the demands on memory
space.

The first approximation states that all unit areas

of the same circuit element will dissipate equal amounts of
power.

From this constraint, equation (6-2) becomes
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T-inc = Q./n
* SR.
*1'
i

(6-3)

where Qi is the power dissipation of source i, n is the
number of unit areas contained by source i, and SRi is the
summation of the n thermal resistances between the target
and the individual unit areas of source i.

The second

approximation states that the average temperature of the
individual unit areas of an element will provide the
operating temperature for that element.

This constraint is

shown in the following equation,

T elm

where T

t

=

(6-4)

Vm * STj

is the average temperature of the target element,

m is the number of discrete areas encompassed by the target
element, and ZTj is the summation of the temperatures of the
individual discrete areas of the target element.

From

equations (6-3) and (6-4), it follows that the overall
temperature of the target element is given by,

T el

m

=

Vm *

(SQj/n *

SRjj)

(6-5)

where Qj is the power dissipation of source j and R^. is the
thermal resistance between discrete areas i from the target
element and j from the source element.

Equation (4-2) is
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used to calculate the thermal resistance between the unit
areas.

Specifically, the LTP table contains the individual

heating coefficient values for each source, namely
[SRj/(n*m)], given in equation (6-3), in the odd numbered
locations.

The succeeding even numbered locations point to

the associated power dissipation variable for source i.

The

self-heating coefficient for each of the resistor, diode,
and BJT transistor elements is stored after the average
power dissipation variable in the last appended location in
the LOCV list.

The temperature increase created by each

heat source is calculated by simply multiplying the
appropriate heating coefficient by the average power
dissipation of the source.
Obviously, circuit elements which are located far away
from a target element will insignificantly increase the
temperature of the target element.

Therefore, elements

which contribute very little to the operating temperature of
a target element will not be added to the LTP table for the
particular element.

In order to determine which sources to

include, subroutine LTPGEN utilizes the THMRAD parameter.
As stated above, the THMRAD parameter defines a circular
region surrounding each element.

Any sources either wholly

or partially contained in the region are considered
significant thermal influences.

Therefore, all heat sources

that are intersected by the circular region are added to the
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LTP table of that element.

Any heat sources located

entirely outside of the region are considered insignificant.
The THMRAD parameter can be set by the user in the .OPTIONS
card.

If the THMRAD parameter is set to zero, by

definition, subroutine LTPGEN will add all existing heat
sources to the LTP table for each element.
value for the THMRAD parameter is 60jum.

The default

Furthermore, any

elements located within one half the distance of the THMRAD
parameter and within one structure thickness from a
substrate boundary must invoke the Method of Images.
Further information on the Method of Images is located in
the reference literature [Palisoc and Lee 1988; Lee and
Palisoc 1988].
After LTPGEN has been executed, the LTP tables of each
of the resistor, diode, and BJT transistor elements will
contain the sources which significantly increase the
operating temperature of the associated element.

Since the

relative distances of the circuit elements never change and
the locations of the average power dissipation data remain
fixed, the LTP tables never need to be updated.

The

execution time of LTPGEN, which is stored in variable
RSTATS(12), may become substantially long for some circuit
designs.

However, every subsequent calculation of the

temperature profile of the circuit substrate will be
calculated very rapidly.

6.3.5

The GRDUPD subroutine.

Subroutine GRDUPD

updates the parameters for the diode and BJT transistor
models as well as the resistor elements.

GRDUPD utilizes

equations identical to those utilized by subroutine TMPUPD.
The only alteration appears in the calculation of the
previous and current operating temperature.

Whereas TMPUPD

uses the current analysis temperature and the previous
analysis temperature as specified in the .TEMP card, GRDUPD
uses the increased operating temperature for each model and
the current ambient temperature as the current and previous
analysis temperatures, respectively.

When subroutine GRDUPD

is executed, the linked-list structure is searched for all
of the diode and BJT transistor models.

For each model

located, the temperature variable at locations LOCV+19 for
diode models and LOCV+55 for BJT transistor models are
tested for a value equal to zero.

A negative value

indicates an ambient temperature which is never updated by
subroutine GRDUPD.

A positive value indicates a properly

updated increased temperature model.

However, if the value

is equal to zero, the parameters which were copied from the
ambient model will be updated to the correct operating
temperature.

The correct temperature is calculated by

multiplying the value given by the last two characters on
the end of the model name and the value of the current
thermal resolution given in the .TGRAD card.

After the
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parameters have been updated to depict the increased
operating temperature, the temperature variable at locations
LOCV+19 for diodes and LOCV+55 for BJT transistors will be
set equal to the corresponding increased temperature which
will avoid further updating.

Furthermore, the individual

resistance values are updated by determining the temperature
difference between TNOM and the sum of the current analysis
temperature and the increased operating temperature stored
in location LOCV+9.
6.3.6

The MODRMV subroutine.

The multiple contained

within the name of an increased temperature model and the
current thermal resolution value determine the specific
operating temperature for which the associated model
parameters are valid.

Therefore, the characteristic

parameters of the increased temperature models will become
invalid for simulations implementing any other thermal
resolution value.

The MODRMV subroutine resets the

parameters of the increased temperature models to the
parameters given by the corresponding ambient models.

Also,

the temperature variable located at LOCV+19 for diodes and
LOCV+55 for BJT transistors is reset to zero.

The .TGRAD

multiple, however, is retained within the model name.
Later, in subroutine THMMOD, the model parameters will be
updated for the specific temperature stipulated by the new
thermal resolution value.

Consequently, the original
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thermal resolution value may create increased temperature
models which are not utilized by any of the diode or BJT
transistor elements with subsequent thermal resolution
values.

Note that increased temperature models are never

physically removed from the linked-list structure.

Although

this technique may waste some memory space, the computation
time

required for simulation will decrease.
6.3.7

The TDPRNT subroutine.

Subroutine TDPRNT simply

prints the individual operating temperatures of all the
resistor, diode, and BJT elements.

TDPRNT is executed

during the ERRCHK overlay to correlate equivalence with the
initial operating temperatures specified in the input data
file.

Also, TDPRNT is executed to print the final operating

temperatures of the individual resistor, diode, and BJT
transistor elements.

Specification of the NOTEMP option in

the .OPTIONS card suppresses the printout of the element
operating temperature data.
6.4

The READIN overlay

Overlay READIN utilizes subroutines CARD and FIND to
read in the input data file and store the information in the
appropriate memory locations for later access.

READIN has

been appended to provide proper handling of the topography
data, initial temperature difference variables, and the
external option.

Simulation conditions such as .TGRAD,

.CHDIM, and .THERM must be detected for subsequent handling
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within subroutine RUNCON.

During RUNCON, a DC transfer

curve or AC analysis, which do not produce steady-state heat
sources, will set variables ICVFLG or JACFLG, respectively,
to some nonzero value.

After execution of RUNCON,

subroutine READIN will test both of the flags for a nonzero
value.

If either condition is detected, then the EXTPAN

value will be automatically set to one.

Thus, the

subsequent thermal analysis will be appropriately avoided.
Further alterations to the READIN subroutine will manage the
additional data variables placed in the .OPTIONS card.
6.4.1

The FIND subroutine.

Subroutine FIND builds the

linked-list structure with the device elements specified in
the input data file.

Also, subroutine FIND is utilized to

search the linked-list for a particular element name and
will set the LOC variable to "point" to the location of the
element in memory.

If the element is not located,

subroutine FIND can be requested to add the element to the
linked-list structure along with the appropriate amount of
reserved memory locations.

As illustrated above in figures

6 through 8, the resistor, diode, and BJT elements were
appended with memory locations for the topography,
temperature, power dissipation, and self-heating factor
data.

The diode and BJT transistor model elements were also

appended with temperature variables.

Therefore, subroutine

FIND must allocate more memory for these elements.

Within
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subroutine FIND, local array variables LNOD and LVAL define
the number of memory locations allocated for each element in
the NODPLC array and VALUE array, respectively.

Both LNOD

and LVAL have a dimension of 50 which corresponds to the
number of unique elements which can be placed in the linkedlist structure.

The identification or ID value for a

resistor, diode, and BJT transistor is defined as 1, 10, and
11, respectively.

Therefore, the LNOD and LVAL values are

appropriately adjusted for locations 1, 10, and 11.

The ID

values for the diode and BJT transistor models are defined
as 20 and 21, respectively.

Similarly, the LVAL value

corresponding to locations 20 and 21 are each incremented to
provide space for the model temperature.

Only the array

variables LNOD and LVAL are altered, no other changes are
required for subroutine FIND.

Subroutine ADDELT, which is

used during subroutine SUBCKT for handling of any specified
subcircuits, also uses the LNOD and LVAL arrays in the same
manner as subroutine FIND.

Therefore, the LNOD and LVAL

arrays will be adjusted identically as in subroutine FIND.
No further changes are required for subroutine ADDELT.
6.4.2

The RUNCON subroutine.

Subroutine RUNCON sets

the simulation conditions as requested in the input data
file.

RUNCON has been appended for handling of the .TGRAD,

.CHDIM, .THERM cards and the additional .OPTIONS variables.
Subroutine RUNCON will place the .TGRAD card data in table
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ITGRDS along with the table size in variable NUMTGD located
in COMMON-block TABINF.

COMMON-block CHPDAT stores the data

specified in the .CHDIM card.

If needed, the semiconductor

chip dimensions will be enlarged such that an integer
multiple of the TPGELN value can be contained within the
chip dimensions.

The small modification to the chip

dimensions will be negligible since the TPGELN value
defaults to 2jum and semiconductor chips typically have edges
of 100 mils.

This modification simplifies distance

calculations between elements, thermal profile calculations,
and thermal convergence calculations.

Subroutine RUNCON

will place the data contained in the .THERM card in the
newly created COMMON-block, THMINF.

This block will also

store other data such as the current subarea average and
maximum thermal discrepancies, CTHDSC and CMTPDS, the
current simulation iteration number, ITTHRM, the status of
the thermal convergence, ITHCON, the influential thermal
radius, THMRAD, and the ranges, RANGE1 and RANGE2, required
by equation (4-2) in the Unit Profile Method.

Lastly, any

options specified in the .OPTIONS card will be updated
during the execution of subroutine RUNCON.
6.5

The ERRCHK overlay

After execution of the READIN overlay, general error
checking is performed by subroutine ERRCHK.

However, the

topography data is tested for errors during execution of
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subroutine MAKMAP to minimize simulation time.

The

additional data required for thermal analysis is tested for
errors during READIN or other subroutines.

The only

addition to ERRCHK is a subroutine call to TDPRNT.

During

ERRCHK, TDPRNT will output the initial operating
temperatures specified in the input data file.

Therefore,

the user will have a record of the initial device
temperatures for comparison against the final device
operating temperatures.
6.6

The DCTRAN overlay

6.6.1

Adjustment of the thermal voltage parameter.

The DCTRAN overlay utilizes subroutines DIODE and BJT.

The

DIODE and BJT subroutines process the diode and BJT
transistor elements, respectively for DC and transient
analyses.

Clearly, the voltage and current computations for

the elements will not be altered.

The only alteration

arises with the thermal voltage parameter.

Since each

element may be operating at a different temperature, the
thermal voltage parameter must be customized for each
element.

To reiterate, The thermal voltage is calculated by

the following equation,
VT = kT/q

(6-6)

where VT is the thermal voltage, k is Boltzmann's constant,
T is the operating temperature, and q is the electronic
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charge.

During a thermal gradient analysis each element may

be operating at some temperature above the ambient
temperature.

The difference in the ambient temperature and

the operating temperature of a device is stored in LOCV+7
for diodes and LOCV+8 for BJT transistors.

Therefore, the

individually adjusted thermal voltage is given below,

VT = k(T+<ST)/q

(6-7)

where <ST is the operating temperature above ambient for the
element.

After some manipulation, the above equation can be

related by,

VT(element) = VT(ambient) + k<ST/q, (6-8)

where VT(element) is the thermal voltage for the individual
element.

Therefore, accurate simulation of temperature

gradients requires the substitution of equation (6-8) for
each occurrence of VT in subroutines DIODE and BJT.

The

same alterations to the thermal voltage parameter, VT, are
also made in subroutines MODCHK, SENCAL, and DINIT.
6.6.2

The PWRDSP subroutine.

Subroutine PWRDSP

calculates the average power dissipation of each individual
resistor, diode, and BJT transistor element.

From earlier

remarks, the AC and DC transfer curve analyses do not
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produce steady-state heat sources required by the Unit
Profile Method.

Therefore, the power dissipation need only

be calculated for the transient and DC operating point
analyses.

PWRDSP is added to the DCTRAN overlay and is

executed after completion of the DC operating point analysis
and after each individual time-step within a transient
analysis.

During a transient analysis, the power

dissipation calculated during each timestep is weighted by
the current timestep, DELTA, and the final simulation time,
TSTOP.

The average power dissipation is calculated by

summing the weighted power dissipation values of the
individual timesteps.

The equation utilized to calculate

the average power dissipation for an individual circuit
element during a transient analysis is given below

n
Pavg

=

-S0 (DELTA /TSTOP) * VI
j

(6-9)

where Pavg is the average power dissipation, DELTAi denotes
the current time step, n is the total number of timesteps,
TSTOP is the total simulation time, V is the voltage
potential, and I is the current.

The power dissipation of

resistor elements is determined from the voltage across the
resistor as in equation (6-10).

P = V2/R

(6-10)
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where P is dissipated power, V is the voltage across the
resistor, and R is the temperature adjusted resistance value
for the resistor.

Voltages and currents for each of the

diode and BJT transistor elements are contained within the
provided LXO table.

The power dissipation for each diode

element is directly calculated from the following

P = [v(diode) * i(diode)]

(6-11)

where v(diode) is contained at location (LXO+O) and i(diode)
is contained at location (LXO+1) for the current timestep.
The power dissipation for each BJT transistor element is
calculated by

P = {[vbe * ib] + [(vbe - vbc) * (ic + ib)]}

(6-12)

where vbe is at location (LXO+O), vbc is at location
(LXO+1), ic is at location (LXO+2), and ib is at location
(LXO+3).
6.7

The LXO table is updated after each timestep.
The THMANL overlay

6.7.1

Operation of the THMANL overlay.

Overlay THMANL

contains the subroutines THMMOD, GRDUPD, and THMCNV.

After

the electrical simulation has been completed, subroutine
THMANL performs the thermal analysis, tests for thermal
convergence, and creates any increased temperature models
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which were previously unavailable.

First, subroutine PROFIL

is utilized for the thermal analysis and thermal convergence
testing.

Then subroutines THMMOD and GRDUPD create

additional models with the proper parameters.

THMMOD and

GRDUPD are also used outside of the THMANL overlay and have
previously been discussed.

A flow chart diagram of the

THMANL overlay is given in figure 11.
6.7.2

The PROFIL subroutine.

Subroutine PROFIL

performs the thermal analysis, calculates the temperature
profile across the circuit substrate, and prepares the
necessary data for the thermal convergence tests.

As stated

earlier, the LTP tables greatly decrease the computation
time required for the thermal analysis.

First, PROFIL

accesses all of the resistor, diode, and BJT elements
through the linked-list structure.

For each element, the

average power dissipation of the element, the self-heating
coefficient, and the LTP table are utilized to calculate the
temperature increase for the element.

Recall that the

temperature increase is calculated by summing or
superimposing all of the individual temperature increases
caused by the surrounding heat sources and associated
heating coefficients.

After the updated temperature profile

map is calculated, subroutine PROFIL calculates the
necessary data to test for thermal convergence of the
subareas.

The subarea location variable of each element is
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FIGURE 11.

Flowchart of the THMANL Overlay.
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utilized to calculate the average temperature for each
subarea.

The results of these calculations are stored in

the current subarea temperature table, known as ISUBCR.
Then, table ISUBCR is compared subarea by subarea with the
previous subarea temperature table known as ISUBPV.

The

absolute average thermal discrepancy is calculated and
stored in the CTHDSC variable in COMMON-block THMINF.

Also,

subroutine PROFIL determines the largest absolute
discrepancy between corresponding subareas and stores the
value in the CMTPDS variable which is also located in
COMMON-block THMINF.

Before completion of the subroutine,

the data of the current subarea temperature map is stored in
the previous subarea temperature map for preparation of
subsequent thermal convergence testing.

Again, the Unit

Profile Method provides a very accurate thermal analysis and
subroutine PROFIL executes in a relatively short amount of
time.

The total execution time of all the calls to

subroutine PROFIL is stored in variable RSTATS(14) in
COMMON-block MISCEL.
6.7.3

Thermal convergence testing.

After completion

of subroutine PROFIL, the CTHDSC and CMTPDS variables are
compared to variables TMPTOL and TMXTOL, respectively, in
the THMANL overlay.

The TMPTOL and TMXTOL variables which

are stored in COMMON-block KNSTNT are the average absolute
thermal tolerance and maximum absolute thermal tolerance,
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respectively.

If either of the CTHDSC and CMTPDS values are

larger than the TMPTOL and TMXTOL values, respectively, then
thermal convergence has failed for this iteration of the
simulation.

If both the CTHDSC and CMTPDS values are less

than the TMPTOL or TMXTOL values, then thermal convergence
has been achieved, the ITHCON variable in COMMON-block
THMINF is set to one, and the simulation is completed.

The

ITHCON variable is utilized to indicate the status of the
thermal convergence after exit from the THMANL overlay.
Specifically, the TMXTOL convergence test will fail if any
of the subareas make a large jump in average temperature.
Therefore, any occurrence of "hot spots" that could result
in thermal runaway will effectively be detected by the
TMXTOL test.

Thus, subsequent iterations of the circuit

simulation will reveal any occurrence of thermal runaway.

7

EXAMPLES OF TWSPICE APPLICATION
The TWSPICE program is first applied using the EXTPAN

option to study examples of basic circuit components which
are commonly utilized within integrated circuits.

These

examples will demonstrate the usefulness of TWSPICE and also
point to potential problems caused by a nonuniform substrate
temperature.

Then, TWSPICE was employed to perform full

electro-thermal analysis of a small circuit and an
implementation of the 741 operational amplifier.
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7.1

Examination of electro-thermal influences on
basic circuit components

7.1.1

Multiple current mirror configuration.

A

current flow at one location of an integrated circuit can be
duplicated at one or more other locations through the use of
current mirrors.

An application of current mirrors is in

the design of operational amplifiers; where equal biasing of
certain transistors is crucial to performance and
reliability.

A multiple current mirror configuration is

shown in figure 12.

Since the respective bases and emitters

of the transistors are tied together, the base-emitter
voltage will, therefore, be equal for each transistor.

In

addition, the design must use transistors with matched
parameters and operate in the active mode.

Hence, each

transistor will have an equal base current and, by
definition, an equal collector current.

The reference

current for duplication will be created by a diode-connected
transistor.

In figure 12, the current flowing through the

collector of transistor Q1 dictates the current flow through
the other transistors.

In practice, however, the current

will not be reproduced exactly because of the slight
variation of beta with respect to collector voltage.
Therefore, transistors Q3 and Q4 of figure 12 with common
collectors will always conduct an equal amount of current.
Below, table 1 displays the dc simulation data of the
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Multiple current rilrror configuration

vcc

2000

iVRl

T50

VR2

|VR2

VR3

TCD"

|VR3

T5Q

Circuit utilizes T5Q npn translators fron the VL1QQQ
Oote orrou nonufoctured bu VTC Inoorporoted.

FIGURE 12.

A Schematic Diagram of a Multiple Current
Mirror Configuration.
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TABLE 1.

Multiple Current Mirror Configuration

Test Condition

lvR» mA

Tamp.

at 25 deg. Celsius

lvm> inA

lvR2*

Changs
dog. C

-50

25

125

-50

25

125

-50

25

125

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

0

4.519

4.637

4.356

4.294

4.492

4.271

9.160

9.592

9.125

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

+1

4.520

4.640

4.360

4.638

4.576

4.228

9.947

9.784

9.025

Uniform Operating
Temperature

Transistor Q1

Transistor Q2

Transistor Q3

TABLE 1.

AOVRV^)
-

-0.145
-

-0.064

-

0.159
-

0.252

+2

4.521

4.641

4.361

4.369

4.355

4.061

9.330

9.280

8.647

-0.286

0.024

+3

4.521

4.642

4.362

4.108

4.140

3.900

8.738

8.795

8.281

-0.502

-0.245

+5

4.523

4.643

4.364

3.615

3.732

3.589

7.630

7.878

7.583

-0.911

-0.704

+ 10

4.527

4.648

4.368

2.559

2.834

2.888

5.315

5.903

6.035

-1.814

-1.697

+20

4.535

4.657

4.377

1.178

1.549

1.807

2.398

3.167

3.714

-3.108

-3.074

+1

4.521

4.640

4.360

3.960

4.413

4.324

9.178

9.601

9.133

-0.227

0.161

+2

4.521

4.640

4.360

4.224

4.640

4.491

9.169

9.596

9.125

0.000

0.158

+3

4.521

4.640

4.360

4.496

4.872

4.535

9.159

9.590

9.041

0.232

0.155

+5

4.521

4.641

4.361

4.829

4.949

4.554

9.033

9.324

8.822

0.308

0.021

+ 10

4.522

4.642

4.362

4.911

4.965

4.569

8.080

8.521

8.233

0.323

-0.382
-1.231

+20

4.526

4.645

4.365

4.919

4.974

4.578

6.009

6.828

6.969

0.329

+1

4.521

4.640

4.360

4.302

4.496

4.275

8.795

9.507

9.189

-0.144

0.114

+2

4.521

4.640

4.360

4.298

4.494

4.274

9.085

9.764

9.390

-0.146

0.242

+3

4.521

4.640

4.360

4.294

4.491

4.273

9.391

10.03

9.598

-0.149

0.375

+5

4.521

4.640

4.360

4.284

4.486

4.270

10.06

10.61

10.04

-0.154

0.665

+ 10

4.521

4.640

4.360

4.255

4.471

4.263

12.03

12.26

11.27

-0.169

1.490

+20

4.523

4.643

4.362

3.556

3.901

3.878

13.08

13.21

12.14

-0.742

1.962

Nonuniform Temperature Effects on a
Multiple Current Mirror Configuration.
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multiple current mirror configuration shown in figure 12
under various test conditions.

Again, the collector current

of transistors Q3 and Q4 are identical, thus, only data
pertaining to Q3 has been included in table 1.

The circuit

was simulated over the military temperature range of -50°C
to 125°C.

Note that integrated circuits are categorized as

maintaining specified performance levels for either
commercial, industrial, or military temperature ranges.

The

wide military temperature range has been used to enhance the
fluctuations induced by temperature.
As the temperature of a transistor increases, the
forward bias base-emitter voltage, VBE, decreases.

Since

the transistors of figure 12 have common emitters and bases,
the base-emitter voltage for all of the transistors will be
determined by the transistor with the lowest forward bias
base-emitter voltage, and thus, the highest temperature.
Consequently as one transistor increases in temperature, the
decreasing base-emitter voltage creates a slow transition
from the active to the cutoff mode of operation for the
remaining transistors.

As the transistors at the ambient

temperature begin to cutoff, the increased temperature
transistor will draw more current.

The effect is clearly

shown in table 1 when the transistor is operating at 3, 5,
10, and 20 degrees Celsius above the ambient temperature.
Unexpectedly, the effect does not occur when the
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increased temperature transistor is merely 1 or 2 degrees
Celsius above the ambient temperature, particularly as the
ambient temperature decreases.

With reference to table 1,

as the temperature of one transistor increases slightly, the
current flow initially increases through all transistors.
Although table 1 shows that the current flow always
decreases for ambient temperature transistors at 125°C, the
assumption is, however, that all transistor current flow
does, in fact, increase for fractional temperature increases
of a single transistor.

The assumption is made with respect

to the larger current flow increases at the -50°C ambient
temperature than at the 25°C ambient temperature.

The

assumption would be tested, however, TWSPICE allows a
minimum thermal resolution of one whole degree.
The initial current flow increase is caused by the
slight drop in the base-emitter voltage.

For the circuit of

figure 12, the base-emitter voltage decreased only 5mV for a
one degree increase in temperature at an ambient temperature
of 25 degrees Celsius.

Consequently, the ambient

temperature transistors effectively remained in the active
mode, and, the increased voltage drop across resistor R1
increased the base current to the transistors which, in
turn, increased the current flow through all transistors.
In deduction, under normal conditions, the transistors of a
current mirror will operate at approximately the same
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temperature, because the slight increase in temperature of
one transistor increases the current flow through the
remaining transistors and, accordingly, the power and heat
dissipation.

Therefore, the current mirror circuit can also

be described as a thermal mirror, albeit a sensitive one.
Unfavorably, nearby thermal or electrical conditions may
cause substantial temperature increases for a particular
transistor within a current mirror.

Consequently, the other

transistors would cutoff and the increased temperature
transistor would draw more current and create positive
thermal feedback.

If the feedback is sufficient, thermal

runaway and, hence, device destruction could occur.
7.1.2

Temperature compensated current sink.

The

design of IC amplifiers is dependent on stable, constant
current sinks.

Specifically, the constant current sinks

provide a distinct current level for fixed biasing of
amplifier components.

A temperature compensated current

sink is shown in figure 13.

In brief, the load current in

figure 13 will remain constant if transistors Ql, Q2, and Q3
have matched characteristics, which refers to equal baseemitter voltages, Q2 is always in the active operation mode,
and resistors Rl, R2, and R3 have approximate resistance
values.

The load current is given by,

I LOAD

= a(VSUPPLY/2R3),

6»1

<7-1)

where a is the common-base current gain [Sedra and Smith
1982].

Uniform temperature increases will not affect the

load current because the transistors will retain symmetry.
However, nonuniform substrate temperatures will produce
transistors

with unmatched characteristics or, rather,

unequal base-emitter voltages.

Therefore, the load current

will
fluctuate, alter the biasing of the amplifier, and thus,
degrade the performance and reliability of the component.
Below, table 2 displays data from DC operating point
simulations of the temperature compensated current sink in
figure 13 under various test conditions.

The circuit was

simulated over the military temperature range of -55°C to
125°C.

Again, the wide military temperature range has been

used to best illustrate temperature-induced fluctuations.
Typically, a circuit design must meet certain minimum and
maximum values for parameters, such as current, voltage,
rise and fall transition times, and power dissipation for a
given application.

From table 2, the current sink in figure

13 sinks 4.554mA to 4.913mA or varies 0.359mA over the
military temperature range and under uniform operating
temperature.

Although the sink current can be decreased or

increased by utilizing the appropriate resistance values,
the uniform operating temperature current range of 0.359mA
can only be appreciably diminished by proper alteration of
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FIGURE 13.

A Schematic Diagram of a Temperature
Compensated Current Sink.
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TABLE 2.

Temperature Compensated Current Sink

Test Condition

Temp.
Change
deg. C

Uniform Operating
Temperature

Resistor R1

Resistor R2

Resistor R3

Transistor Q1,
Transistor Q3

Transistor Q2

Transistor Q2,
Resistor R3

Transjstor Q1,
Transistor Q3,
Resistor R3

TABLE 2.

-50

%

25

%

125

%

mA

X

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

0

4.811

-

4.913

-

4.554

-

0.359

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

+5

4.815

0.1

4.911

0.0

4.543

-0.2

0.368

2.8

+10

4.819

0.2

4.908

-0.1

4.530

-0.5

0.378

5.3

+20

4.826

0.3

4.900

-0.3

4.504

-1.1

0.396

10.3

+5

4.806

-0.1

4.916

0.1

4.566

0.3

0.350

-2.5

+10

4.803

-0.2

4.919

0.1

4.578

0.5

0.341

-5.0

+20

4.796

-0.3

4.927

0.3

4.603

1.1

0.324

-9.7

+5

4.824

0.3

4.906

-0.1

4.525

-0.6

0.381

6.1

+10

4.836

0.5

4.897

-0.3

4.494

-1.3

0.403

12.3

+20

4.856

0.9

4.876

-0.8

4.430

-2.7

0.446

24.2

+5

4.802

-0.2

4.901

-0.2

4.540

-0.3

0.361

0.6

-0.6

4.523

-0.7

+ 10

4.786

-0.5

4.883

0.360

0.3

+20

4.753

-1.2

4.848

-1.3

4.490

-1.4

0.358

-0.3

+5

4.824

0.3

4.928

0.3

4.570

0.4

0.358

-0.3

+10

4.844

0.7

4.947

0.7

4.588

0.7

0.359

0.0

+20

4.884

1.5

4.986

1.5

4.624

1.5

0.362

+5
Transistor Q2,
Resistor R2

Range

I0UT, mA

-

-

+ 10

-

-

+20

4.869

1.2

-

-

-

-

4.999

1.8

-

-

-

-

4.673

2.6

-

-

0.326

-9.2
-

+5

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

+ 10

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

+20

4.929

4.498

-0.3

0.450

2.5

4.948

0.7

0.8
-

+5

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

+10

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

+20

4.797

-0.3

4.811

-2.1

4.367

-4.1

0.444

Nonuniform Temperature Effects on a
Temperature Compensated Current Sink.

-

25.3
-

23.7
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the fabrication process, or specifically, the temperature
coefficients of the resistors and various parameters of the
bipolar junction transistors.

However, table 2 also shows

that increasing the relative operating temperature of
resistor R2 stabilizes or decreases the current fluctuation
over the military temperature range.

Contrarily, increasing

the relative operating temperature of resistor R3 disrupts
the current sink.

Therefore, during layout of the

substrate, isolating resistor R3 from thermal influences and
placing resistor R2 in close proximity to a heat source,
possibly transistor Q2, would stabilize the current sink.
Therefore, electro-thermal interactions can both stabilize
and disrupt the operation of an integrated circuit.
Consequently, electro-thermal interactions can be utilized
as a degree of freedom during the design process.
7.1.3

Differential pair.

The differential pair is

utilized extensively in operational amplifiers.

Also,

differential pairs are the fundamental element in the high
speed digital family known as emitter-coupled logic (ECL)
and has applications in other digital circuits.

A simple

differential pair configuration is shown in figure 14.
Since transistors Q1 and Q2 have common emitters, the
emitter voltage is determined by the greater base voltage.
For example, a voltage of IV on VIN would place the emitter
voltage at approximately 0.3V and effectively cutoff
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transistor Q2.

Consequently, transistor Q1 would be in the

active region, the voltage of V0UT1 would decrease, and
V0UT2 would remain near the VCC voltage.

Oppositely, a

voltage of -IV on VIN would cutoff Ql, current would flow
through Q2, thus dropping the voltage of V0UT2, and VOUT1
would approximately equal the VCC voltage.

Obviously, only

a slight voltage swing on VIN is needed to switch the entire
current flow between transistors of the differential pair.
In addition, the transistors that compose a differential
pair should never operate in the saturation region.
Consequently, the small switching voltage and the lack of
saturated transistors create an extremely fast logic
element.

However, the small switching voltage also requires

the use of relatively high current flow to minimize the
electrical noise.

The large current flow and the high

operating frequencies combine to consume an inordinate
amount of power.

In fact, some high speed computers which

utilize ECL logic require liquid cooling for proper
operation.

Clearly, the small switching voltage and the

considerable power dissipation associated with differential
pairs can create unfavorable thermal influences on circuit
operation.

Table 3 displays DC transfer curve simulation

data for the configuration shown in figure 14.

The input

voltage, VIN, was varied from -0.3V to 0.3V with a step
increase of 0.02V.

All simulations utilized an ambient
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FIGURE 14.

A Schematic Diagram of a Differential Pair.
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TABLE 3.
VIN
Voltage

DC Transfer Curve Simulation of a Differential Pair Element

Uniform
Device
Temp.

Transistor Q1 - V0UT1 (V)

Transistor Q2 — V0UT1 (V)

+1

+3

+5

+ 10

+20

+1

+3

+5

+ 10

+20

-0.30

5.000

5.000

5.000

5.000

5.000

5.000

5.000

5.000

5.000

5.000

5.000

-0.28

5.000

5.000

5.000

5.000

5.000

4.999

5.000

5.000

5.000

5.000

5.000

-0.26

5.000

5.000

5.000

5.000

4.999

4.999

5.000

5.000

5.000

5.000

5.000

-0.24

5.000

5.000

4.999

4.999

4.999

4.997

5.000

5.000

5.000

5.000

5.000

-0.22

4.999

4.999

4.999

4.999

4.998

4.994

4.999

4.999

4.999

5.000

5.000

-0.20

4.998

4.998

4.997

4.997

4.995

4.988

4.998

4.998

4.998

4.999

4.999

-0.18

4.996

4.996

4.995

4.994

4.990

4.976

4.996

4.996

4.997

4.998

4.999

-0.16

4.990

4.990

4.988

4.9B6

4.979

4.950

4.990

4.992

4.993

4.995

4.998

-0.14

4.979

4.979

4.975

4.971

4.955

4.900

4.979

4.982

4.984

4.989

4.995

-0.12

4.956

4.956

4.948

4.938

4.907

4.800

4.955

4.961

4.967

4.977

4.989

-0.10

4.906

4.906

4.890

4.871

4.810

4.612

4.905

4.918

4.928

4.950

4.975

-0.08

4.803

4.605

4.773

4.736

4.624

4.287

4.802

4.827

4.849

4.893

4.947

-0.06

4.603

4.607

4.549

4.485

4.294

3.787

4.600

4.648

4.691

4.778

4.88B

-0.04

4.248

4.255

4.162

4.062

3.783

3.140

4.241

4.323

4.397

4.556

4.76B

-0.02

3.704

3.715

3.5B9

3.459

3.123

2.462

3.692

3.810

3.921

4.171

4.539

0.00

3.019

3.032

2.895

2.760

2.436

1.890

3.006

3.143

3.278

3.601

4.146

0.02

2.335

2.346

2.228

2.117

1.867

1.498

2.324

2.450

2.579

2.915

3.574

0.04

1.791

1.798

1.716

1.641

1.482

1.269

1.784

1.877

1.977

2.255

2.896

0.06

1.437

1.440

1.392

1.349

1.261

1.149

1.433

1.491

1.555

1.745

2.251

0.08

1.237

1.239

1.213

1.191

1.146

1.090

1.236

1.268

1.304

1.416

1.752

0.10

1.135

1.136

1.123

1.112

1.089

1.062

1.135

1.151

1.170

1.231

1.427

0.12

1.085

1.085

1.079

1.074

1.062

1.048

1.085

1.093

1.103

1.134

1.241

0.14

1.062

1.062

1.059

1.056

1.050

1.042

1.062

1.066

1.071

1.086

1.141

0.16

1.051

1.051

1.049

1.047

1.044

1.040

1.051

1.053

1.055

1.063

1.091

0.18

1.046

1.046

1.045

1.044

1.041

1.038

1.046

1.047

1.048

1.052

1.065

0.20

1.043

1.043

1.042

1.042

1.040

1.038

1.043

1.044

1.044

1.046

1.053

0.22

1.042

1.042

1.042

1.041

1.040

1.037

1.042

1.043

1.043

1.044

1.047

0.24

1.042

1.042

1.041

1.041

1.039

1.037

1.042

1.042

1.042

1.043

1.044

0.26

1.042

1.041

1.041

1.041

1.039

1.037

1.042

1.042

1.042

1.042

1.043

0.28

1.042

1.041

1.041

1.040

1.039

1.037

1.042

1.042

1.042

1.042

1.042

0.30

1.042

1.041

1.041

1.040

1.039

1.037

1.042

1.042

1.042

1.042

1.042

V0UT1 (V)

All simulations utilized an ambient temperature of 25 degrees Celsius.

TABLE 3.

Nonuniform Temperature Effects on a
Differential Pair.
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temperature of 25°C.

An initial increase of one degree on

transistor Q1 decreases the collector current of Ql.

This

decrease in collector current results in a higher voltage on
V0UT1 as shown in table 3•

The maximum voltage increase of

V0UT1 from the results that were derived from the uniform
substrate temperature simulation is only 12mV at a VIN
voltage of 0.00 volts.

Furthermore, the increase is

nonexistent through three decimal places when VIN is beyond
±0.1 volts.

The slight increase is reasonably caused by the

nonlinear behavior of a transistor operating close to the
transition point.

As the temperature of transistor Ql

continues to increase, however, the collector current
increases and thus, lowers the voltage of VOUT1.

For

example, when transistor Ql operates at 3°C above ambient,
V0UT1 falls by 124mV to 2.895V with VIN at 0.00 volts.
Conclusively from table 3, the output of a differential pair
is skewed by uneven transistor temperatures.
In addition to the fluctuation of output voltages,
nonuniform transistor temperatures may alter the switching
speed of a differential pair.

Table 4 displays the

transient analysis of the circuit configuration shown in
figure 14.

An increase in transistor operating temperature

will slightly enlarge the junction capacitances.

Although

the larger capacitance could increase rise and fall times,
the increase in saturation current and the decrease in base-
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TABLE 4.

Transient analysis of a differential pair.

Test Condition

Uniform Operating
Temperature

Transistor Q1

Transistor Q2

Temp.
Change
deg. C

V0UT1, nS

VOUT2, nS

TrlM

Tfal

Tdlh

Tdhl

Trta«

Trau

Tdlh

Tdhl

0

14

17

6

4

14

11

3

3

+1

14

17

6

4

14

11

2

3

+3

14

17

7

4

14

11

3

3

+5

14

17

6

4

14

11

3

3

+10

13

17

6

4

14

11

3

3

+20

16

15

7

3

14

12

3

3

+1

14

17

6

4

14

11

3

3

+3

13

15

7

4

14

11

3

3

+5

13

15

7

4

14

11

3

2

+10

13

15

7

4

14

11

3

2

+20

13

15

7

4

14

10

3

2

All almulatlons utilized an ambient temperature of 25 degrees Celsius.

^'•aox

90%-:

\i
V0UT

7

VIN

\•=r10%

10%;

^0%

50%;

/
Tdhr

TABLE 4.

Nonuniform Temperature Effects on the
Transient Response of a Differential Pair.
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emitter voltage will offset the timing influences of the
larger capacitance.

As shown in table 4 above, a large

increase in operating temperature for either transistor Q1
or Q2 of figure 14 only slightly affects the timing
parameters.

Typically, resistance fluctuations caused by

the fabrication process will have a greater influence on the
switching characteristics.

Conceivably, nonuniform

transistor operating temperatures or substrate heating could
cause saturation of one or both of the transistors of a
differential pair.

Furthermore, as operating frequencies

increase, thermal influences will become more prominent.
7.1.4

ECL inverter gate.

The inverter is the simplest

logic gate in digital technology.

Basically, an inverter

gate complements or inverts the high or low voltage at the
input to a low or high voltage, respectively, at the output.
An Emitter-Coupled-Logic (ECL) representation of an inverter
is illustrated in figure 15.

Also, the circuit given in

figure 15 provides the non-inverted or true output of the
input signal.

The operation of the ECL gate shown in figure

15 is quite simple.

Transistors Q1 and Q2 comprise

the differential pair.

If the input voltage is low, Q1 will

shut off and Q2 will be activated.

Contrarily, a high input

voltage will activate transistor Q1 and shut off transistor
Q2.

Transistors Q3 and Q4 produce the proper voltage levels

for output to other ECL gates.
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FIGURE 15.

A Schematic Diagram of an ECL Inverter.
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For simulation, a high speed transistor model chosen
arbitrarily from a generic array provided the transistor
model parameters for the circuit illustrated in figure 15.
The high speed transistor model will enhance the influence
from nonuniform temperature effects.

Since ECL technology

has a rapid switching speed, the accuracy of the propagation
delay measurement was improved by cascading four of the
gates shown in figure 15.

Subsequently, the overall

propagation delay was calculated and recorded in table 5.
The test conditions given in table 5 were applied to the
corresponding transistor or transistors of all four cascaded
gates.

From table 5, the fluctuations in the propagation

delay are created by temperature induced shifting of the
transition voltage at which the transistor turns "on" or
"off".

The rise and fall times of the output voltage was

seemingly unaffected by the nonuniform temperature
conditions.

Thus, the collector, base, and emitter

capacitances which increase with temperature are effectively
offset by the saturation current and transistor gain which
also increase with temperature.

From table 5, a decrease in

propagation delay for a voltage transition is countered by a
greater increase in propagation delay for the converse
voltage transition.

Therefore, overall propagation delay

cannot be improved by utilizing nonuniform temperature
effects.

However, some conditions affect propagation delay
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Transient analysis of an ECL gate.

Test Condition

Uniform Operating
Temperature

Transistor Q1

Transistor Q2

Transistor Q3

Transistor Q1
Transistor Q3

TABLE 5.

?** A

III

TABLE 5.

TDLH

^delay

TDHL

Adolay
(nS)

CnS)

(nS)

(nS)

0

2.90

-

4.93

+ 10

2.83

-0.07

5.15

0.22

+20

2.62

-0.2B

5.38

0.45

+30

2.39

-0.51

5.60

0.67

+40

2.32

-0.58

5.83

0.90

+ 10

3.02

0.12

4.74

-0.19

+20

3.16

0.26

4.48

-0.47

+30

3.28

0.38

4.21

-0.72

+40

3.49

0.59

3.95

-0.98

+ 10

2.87

-0.03

5.12

0.19

+20

2.82

-0.08

5.33

0.40

+30

2.75

-0.15

5.52

0.59

+40

2.68

-0.22

5,13

0.80

+10

2.77

-0.13

5.31

0.38

+20

2.43

-0.47

5.73

0.80

+30

2.20

-0.70

6.13

1.20

+40

1.91

-0.99

6.56

1.63

Nonuniform Temperature Effects on the
Transient Response of an ECL Gate.
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more adversely than other conditions.

Consequently, the

circuit should be constructed such that the occurrence of
those conditions will be unlikely.
7.2

TWSPICE electro-thermal analysis of integrated
circuit devices

As stated earlier, the Unit Profile Method requires
analytical analysis of the integrated circuit structure to
derive the thirteen parameters required by equation (4-2).
The analytical analysis requires data such as the individual
layer heat conductivities and heat transfer rate of the heat
sink.

Although transistor model and temperature coefficient

parameters from currently available gate arrays have been
used for simulation, the intent is to demonstrate the
typical electro-thermal interactions of integrated circuits
and not to analyze specific integrated circuit components.
Therefore, the parameters required by equation (4-2) will be
chosen, instead of derived, to produce an unambiguous, yet,
typical unit thermal profile.

The following simulations

will utilize a unit thermal profile which will illuminate
the electro-thermal interactions of integrated circuit
devices and adequately demonstrate the operation of the
TWSPICE algorithm.
7.2.1
circuit.

Electro-thermal analysis of a basic electronic

The circuit schematic shown in figure 16 is an

arbitrary design which deliberately includes at least one

Ill

resistor, diode, and BJT transistor element.

The circuit

elements employ device parameters associated with the VL3000
gate array from VTC Incorporated [1987].

The resistors are

created from 900 ohms per square base diffusions and 150
ohms per square emitter diffusions, which are also
indicative of the VL3000 gate array.

However, the

transistor dimensions were arbitrarily chosen as 10/m by
14/im.

Likewise, the circuit is constructed on an arbitrary

60jum by 60/zm structure which is merely 10/Ltm thick.

Though

the dimensions of this structure are clearly unrealistic,
the purpose is to enhance the demonstration of the electro
thermal interactions.

Furthermore, a sizable thermal

profile was selected to promote the electro-thermal
interactions.

Specifically, a unit heat source which

dissipates lOmW of power will produce a 50°C increase at the
source, 5°C increase at 1.5/zm from the source, 0.5°C
increase at 40/zm from the source, and 0.05°C increase at
60/xm from the source.

Two physical representations of the

circuit, which are given in figures 17 and 18, were used for
the electro-thermal analysis.

In figure 17, the circuit

components are uniformly distributed,

whereas a more dense

placement of the circuit elements are given in figure 18.
The results of the electro-thermal analysis with various
test conditions are shown in table 6.

The objective of the

simulation results that are given in table 6 is to
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T A B L E 6. Electro-thermal analysis of circuit shown in figure 16.
Circuit Element

Resistor R1

Resistor R2

Resistor R3

Resistor R4

Diode D1

Transistor Q1

Transistor Q2

Layout
Design

DC Analysis, deg. C

Transient Analysis, deg. C

VINPUT
Low

VINPUT
Hiqh

VINPUT
VINPUT
VINPUT
25% Cycle 50% Cycle 75% Cycle

Figure 17

8.63

7.60

8.39

8.24

7.83

Figure 18

7.77

9.43

8.22

8.68

9.12

Figure 17

51.83

65.54

59.23

63.53

65.97

Figure 18

54.14

66.02

59.89

63.18

66.44

Figure 17

16.69

13.16

16.35

15.70

14.54

Figure 1B

10.77

2.89

8.35

6.46

4.59

Figure 17

45.63

6.42

35.17

25.81

15.27

Figure 18

48.26

7.16

36.31

26.19

16.08

Figure 17

14.00

9.00

13.00

12.00

10.00

Figure 18

13.00

4.00

10.00

8.00

6.00

Figure 17

6.00

4.00

6.00

5.00

4.00

Figure 18

9.00

5.00

8.00

7.00

6.00

Figure 17

9.00

4.00

8.00

7.00

6.00

Figure 18

11.00

6.00

10.00

8.00

7.00

All data measured in degrees Centigrade.

TABLE 6.

TWSPICE Analysis of the Individual
Operating Temperatures of the Test Circuit
Elements.
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demonstrate the influence of topography on operating
temperature.

Two DC simulations were performed with the

VINPUT voltage low and high.

Also, three transient

simulations were performed with the duty cycle of the VINPUT
voltage varying from 25 to 75 percent.

With reference to

figure 16, some circuit elements will conduct the most
current when the VINPUT voltage is low; while, the remaining
circuit elements will conduct the most current when the
VINPUT voltage is high.

Therefore, the warmest and coolest

operating temperatures for a circuit element will correspond
with the two DC simulations.

Conseguently, the transient

simulations will produce operating temperatures within the
bounds of the DC simulation operating temperatures.
Furthermore, the operating temperature of an individual
element will either decrease or increase with the VINPUT
voltage duty cycle.

Recognize that power dissipation

increases with switching frequency and, thus, DC simulations
will not always produce the bounds for the operating
temperatures of the circuit elements.

A sample output

listing from one of the test simulations executed for table
6 has been given in Appendix A.
From table €. the physical layouts depicted in figures
17 and 18 had variable effects on the thermal profile of the
circuit elements.

For instance, the average operating

temperature for the circuit elements of figure 18 was
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slightly higher with a low VINPUT voltage and slightly lower
with a high VINPUT voltage when compared to the circuit
elements of figure 17.

Furthermore, the operating

temperature of resistor Rl, which would decrease with VINPUT
duty cycle in figure 17, contrarily increases with VINPUT
duty cycle in figure 18.

The topography and large

resistance value of resistor Rl yields little power
dissipation per unit area.

In fact, the self-induced

temperature increases created by resistor Rl are negligible.
Therefore, this event is created by the thermal influences
of the surrounding circuit elements.

In figure 17, resistor

Rl lies approximately equidistant from resistor R2 and
transistor Q2.

Although resistor R2 operates at a

considerably higher temperature, transistor Q2 which is
significantly larger and, thus, is composed of more unit
heat sources yields more influence on resistor Rl.
Consequently, the operating temperature of resistor Rl
parallels the operating temperature of transistor Q2 which
decreases with the VINPUT duty cycle in figure 17.

In

figure 18, however, the distance between resistors Rl and R2
has been substantially diminished and, yet, relatively
maintained for resistor Rl and transistor Q2.

Thus,

resistor Rl is dominated by the operating temperature of
resistor R2, which increases with VINPUT duty cycle.
Resistor R3 is connected between the base and emitter
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nodes of transistor Q2.

The current flow and, hence, the

power dissipation of resistor R3 is directly proportional to
the base-emitter voltage of transistor Q2.

Since the

operating temperature of transistor Q2 increases in figure
18, the base-emitter voltage of transistor Q2 will lessen
and, thus, diminish the power dissipation of resistor R3.
The operating temperature of resistor R3 is, therefore,
lower in the dense layout of figure 18 than in the uniform
layout of figure 17.
Also, diode D1 experiences a decrease in operating
temperature in figure 18.

In figure 17, diode D1 lies

within one structure thickness from the substrate boundary.
Consequently, the thermal images of diode D1 and of
resistors R3 and R4 elevate the operating temperature of
diode Dl.

The layout of figure 18 eliminates the thermal

images and the operating temperature of diode Dl lowers as
illustrated in table 6.

Although the density of the circuit

layout was increased in figure 18, three of the seven
circuit elements actually experienced a decrease in
operating temperature.

Clearly, electro-thermal

interactions can become quite complex with even the simplest
of circuit designs.
7.2.2

Electro-thermal analysis of a 741 operational

amplifier.

The circuit given in figure 19 is a schematic

diagram of a 741 operational amplifier [Gray and Meyer
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1984].

Similar to the basic circuit of the previous

section, the device parameters for the 741 op amp circuit
were taken from the VL3000 gate array from VTC Incorporated
[1987].

The sheet resistances for the resistor elements

which are also from the VL3000 gate array parameters have
values of 900 ohms per square for base diffusions and 150
ohms per square for emitter diffusions.

Furthermore, the

dimensions of the transistor elements were taken from the
VL3000 Cell Library [VTC Incorporated 1987].

However, the

dimensions of the substrate were chosen for illustrative
purposes as 400/xm by 340jum with a package depth of 40jum.
Similarly, the placement of the circuit elements on the
hypothetical substrate was subjective and uniform.

A

moderate thermal profile was selected to represent the
integrated circuit package.

Precisely, a unit heat source

which dissipates lOmW of power will produce a 30°C increase
at the source, 3°C increase at 1.5/xm from the source, 0.3°C
increase at 40/xm from the source, and 0.03°C increase at
60/im from the source.
For the TWSPICE analysis of the electro-thermal
interactions, the operational amplifier was connected in a
simple voltage follower configuration with the input voltage
driven at -2.00 volts.
were executed.

For clarity, only DC simulations

The results of the TWSPICE analysis are

given in table 7.

The design of the simulation conditions
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*8
A/W

AAAr

FIGURE 19.

A Schematic Diagram of a 741 Operational
Amplifier [Gray and Meyer 1984].
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is to demonstrate the influence of various external factors
and TWSPICE analysis configurations on thermal iterations,
accuracy, and device temperature.

Data regarding simulation

time was deliberately excluded from table 7.

The

simulations were conducted on a VAX 8650 mainframe which has
variable performance depending on the workload produced by
other users and processes.

The time required for individual

simulations could vary significantly and, hence, would be
irrelevant.

The standard configuration for the simulations

given in table 7 utilized a thermal resolution equal to 5°C,
a radius of thermal influence equal to 60 microns, a
substrate dimension of 400x340x40 microns, a VCC voltage of
15 volts, and a VEE voltage of -15 volts.

A sample output

listing from one of the test simulations executed for table7
has been given in Appendix B.
First, TWSPICE simulations were executed with the
radius of thermal influence, THMRAD, specified as 40 and 80
microns.

Clearly, the size of the LTP table which stores

the heating coefficients for the influential heat sources
will be directly affected by the magnitude of the THMRAD
-parameter.

From table 7, the size of the LTP table was

1565, 2221, and 2929 for a THMRAD parameter of 40, 60, and
80 microns, respectively.

Also, the relative operating

temperatures increased substantially with the THMRAD
parameter equal to 80 microns.

Therefore, the device
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T A B L E 7. T W S P I C E electro—thermal analysis of a 7 4 1 o p a m p .
Resistor

Resistor

VOUT

R6

R10A

Q15

Q23B

V

Temp,
deg. C

Temp,
deg. C

Temp,
deg. C

Temp,
deg. C

.TGRAD 5
THMRAD = 60 microns
Chip Dimension 400x340x40
VCC = -VEE = 15

-2.0095

7.86

24.85

15.0

30.0

2

2221

.TGRAD 5
THMRAD = 40 micron
Chip Dimension 400x340x40
VCC = -VEE = 15

-2.0098

4.02

7.91

10.0

15.0

2

1565

.TGRAD 5
THMRAD = 80 microns
Chip Dimension 400x340x40
VCC = -VEE = 15

-1.9864

16.22

33.55

25.0

40.0

3

2929

.TGRAD 5
THMRAD = 60 microns
Chip Dimension 350x290x40
VCC = -VEE = 15

-2.0095

9.57

24.82

15.0

30.0

2

2221

•TGRAD 5
THMRAD =» 60 microns
Chip Dimension 340x280x40
VCC = -VEE = 15

-2.0092

10.54

24.82

15.0

30.0

2

2221

•TGRAD 5
THMRAD = 60 microns
Chip Dimension 400x340x40
VCC = -VEE = 12.5

-2.0100

5.41

16.38

10.0

20.0

2

2221

.TGRAD 5
THMRAD = 60 microns
Chip Dimension 400x340x40
VCC = -VEE = 10

-1.9981

3.54

9.99

5.0

10.0

2

2221

•TGRAD 2
THMRAD = 60 microns
Chip Dimension 400x340x40
VCC = -VEE = 15

-2.0127

7.85

24.82

18.0

30.0

2

2221

.TGRAD 6
THMRAD = 60 microns
Chip Dimension 400x340x40
VCC = -VEE = 15

-2.0129

7.80

24.98

18.0

30.0

2

2221

SIMULATION CONDITIONS

TABLE 7.

Tronsistor Transistor
ITTHRM,

NTPRF,

Thermal
Size of
Iterations LTP Table

TWSPICE Electro-Thermal Analysis of a 741
Operational Amplifier.
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operating temperatures of the given circuit are determined
primarily by layout and other nearby devices and are not
significantly created from self-induced heating effects.
The VOUT voltage increased approximately 2 3mV to -1.986V
when the THMRAD parameter was defined as 80 microns.
Inherently, the accuracy of the simulation increases
directly with the magnitude of the THMRAD parameter.
However, the total simulation time is greatly influenced by
the THMRAD parameter.

In fact, the execution time of the

LTPGEN subroutine approximately doubles as the thermal
influence radius is increased from 40 to 80 microns.
Undoubtedly, the THMRAD parameter is very important and
influential on the efficiency and performance of the TWSPICE
algorithm.
Next, the simulations were executed with the lateral
boundaries of the substrate diminished by 50 and 60 microns.
The objective of these simulations is to demonstrate the
effects of the adiabatic boundaries on circuit operation.
The placement of the circuit elements was not altered,
instead, the unused substrate bordering the circuit elements
was simply reduced.

From table 7, the substrate boundaries

have negligible influence on the circuit given in figure 19.
Only one element displayed in table 7, resistor R6,
experiences an increase in operating temperature.

Whereas

resistor R6 is located near the boundary, resistor R10A has
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been placed near the center of the substrate and, thus, will
not be directly affected by the substrate boundaries.
Although transistor Q23B is located near a substrate
boundary, the amplified thermal influence is insufficient to
overcome the specified thermal resolution of 5° Celsius.
Though not indicated by the electro-thermal analysis of the
circuit given in figure 19, the location of substrate
boundaries can become quite influential on circuit
performance.
The following simulations decreased the magnitude of
both the VCC and VEE voltages to 12.5 and 10 volts.
Naturally, a reduced supply voltage will decrease the power
dissipation.

As anticipated, the circuit elements have a

lower operating temperature with the smaller voltage
supplies.

From table 7, when the voltage supply is

diminished by 33 percent, the corresponding element
temperatures decrease by approximately 60 percent.

This

result provides additional evidence that the operating
temperatures of the circuit devices for this particular
circuit are largely determined by the thermal influences of
nearby sources.

Integrated circuits are designed to

function properly over a specified range of the supply
voltage.

This range is typically ±10 percent from nominal.

Subsequently, the magnitude of the operating temperatures
for a particular integrated circuit could fluctuate
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substantially within the normal operating range of the
supply voltage.
The last two simulation conditions given in table 7
varied the thermal resolution.

The original thermal

resolution of 5°C was changed to 2°C and 6°C.

Although a

thermal resolution of 2°C reduces the error between the
element temperature and the associated model temperature,
the simulation results were nearly identical to the
simulation results produced by the 6°C thermal resolution.
Therefore, the 6°C thermal resolution is preferred because
fewer increased temperature models will be required.
However, each circuit will require experimentation to
determine the appropriate thermal resolution which maintains
accuracy but minimizes memory use and simulation time.

8

SUMMARY
8.1

Recommendations for further advancement

The above descriptions of the TWSPICE algorithm include
many properties which reduce simulation time.

Additional

techniques can be utilized or formulated to enhance accuracy
or to further reduce simulation time.

The following

describes some of these possible improvement techniques.
Numerous schematic capture programs have been developed
which automate the construction of the SPICE input data
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file.

Basically, a schematic capture program is utilized to

graphically construct a schematic diagram of the circuit.
After completion, the computer automatically constructs a
text file from the schematic diagram which is supplied as
input to the SPICE algorithm.

Identical software could be

employed with the TWSPICE algorithm.
Calculation of the topography data for each element
card of the circuit is tedious and susceptible to error.
Fortunately, the task can be easily automated with software.
Currently, the physical layout of the circuit onto the
semiconductor substrate is performed by various software
programs on computer-aided design (CAD) workstations.

The

layout software must generate location data for each of the
circuit elements for subsequent use by mask-making
equipment.

A simple software algorithm could be constructed

which appends the input data files utilized for initial
testing with the appropriate location data generated by the
layout software.
Additional software could be developed to compute the
thirteen thermal parameters required by equation (4-2).

In

fact, A.L. Palisoc and C.C. Lee have already developed a
comparable algorithm [Lee, Min, and Palisoc 1989].

The data

required for the algorithm would include the number of
layers, thickness and heat conductivity of each layer, and
the heat transfer rate from the bottom layer.

Finally, the
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thermal parameters would be automatically placed by software
within the input data file.
The number of circuit elements which comprise an
integrated circuit has grown quite considerable.

Thus,

subcircuits of the overall design are constructed and
simulated separately throughout most of the design.
Obviously, an accurate electro-thermal analysis cannot be
accomplished on a subcircuit which does not contain all of
the heat sources.

However, each heat dissipating circuit

element which is not included in the subcircuit can each be
substituted with a "dummy" resistor.

First, dummy resistors

are placed in the exact location of the excluded circuit
elements.

Then, the dummy resistors are connected between

an independent voltage source and ground and given a
resistance value to produce the approximate power
dissipation of the original circuit element.

The result is

a simple resistor network which produces the appropriate
thermal influences on the subcircuit.

Therefore, the

subcircuit can be simulated with the thermal influences of
nearby circuit elements which have not been included in the
electrical analysis.
An update to the current TWSPICE algorithm could
include an element card for a heat source.

The heat source

element would replace the dummy resistor network for
subcircuit simulations.

The general form of the proposed
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heat source element card is shown below.

**** HEAT SOURCES
TWSPICE GENERAL FORM
HXXXXXXX VALUE LD=X1,Y1,X2,Y2
EXAMPLE

HPOWER1 0.067 LD=5.0,10.0,6.2,11.4

The example illustrates a heat source called HPOWER1 which
dissipates 0.067 Watts.

The location of the heat source is

given by the LD variables.

Note that the LD variables would

not be optional for the heat source element.

An error would

result and the simulation would be halted if the location
variables were omitted.

Likewise, an attempt to place the

heat source outside of the chip boundaries would produce an
error.

A heat source placed near the chip boundaries would

produce thermal images similar to other circuit elements.
The heat source would have no electrical significance and
would be utilized only during the thermal analysis segment
of the TWSPICE algorithm.
Environmental influences which are external to the
integrated circuit package may produce a thermal gradient
across the circuit substrate.

Consequently, the substrate

temperature could also be inherently nonuniform and possibly
unique for each circuit element location on the substrate.
Therefore, the linked-list structure for each of the
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resistor, diode, and BJT transistor elements would be
augmented by one variable location to store the specific
substrate temperature.

An individual element substrate

temperature specifies a minimum temperature increase above
the ambient temperature associated with the location of the
particular element and will not change throughout the
simulation.

The substrate temperature could be specified in

an optional field for each circuit element.

Also, an

additional card for the input data file could be defined
which would describe the substrate temperature as a function
of location.

Then, a small subroutine within TWSPICE could

calculate the substrate temperature for each of the
resistor, diode, and BJT transistor elements before any
electro-thermal analyses.

The overall circuit element

operating temperature would be the sum of the substrate
temperature and the regular temperature increase created by
the internal heat sources.
The simulation times of the above test circuits were
dominated by the creation of the LTP tables.

In fact, LTP

table construction required at least 98% of the total CPU
time required for the electro-thermal analysis of the 741
operational amplifier given in figure 19.

However, the size

of the LTP table, the number of entries for each element,
and the heating coefficients between elements given by
equation (6-3) are a function of the circuit topography.
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Therefore, the circuit topography data could be utilized to
generate the LTP table externally to the TWSPICE algorithm.
Then, the LTP table could be supplied as an additional input
file to the TWSPICE algorithm.

Obviously, an externally-

computed LTP table could not calculate the pointer value to
the memory location of the corresponding power dissipation
given in the even-numbered entries of the table.

Instead,

the name of the corresponding element would be substituted
for the pointer value and later updated during the execution
of the TWSPICE algorithm.

Overall, the specification of the

LTP table as an input file would greatly decrease the
requirements for CPU time.
The final operating temperatures of the circuit
elements could be graphically portrayed with various
methods.

A physical image of the substrate and components

with the heat dissipating elements appropriately color coded
is one method which would provide an intelligible
description.

The colors could be replaced with a gray scale

if only black and white printers are available.

However,

the software should not be included with the TWSPICE
algorithm.

Instead, after thermal convergence, the TWSPICE

algorithm could easily construct an output file which
contains each element with the corresponding topography data
and final operating temperature.

Then, the output file

could provide the necessary data for an existing graphical
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output algorithm.
Lastly, thermal considerations will grow more important
during the design of integrated circuit devices.

Operating

frequency and power density are assured to increase on
substrate surfaces.

Also, the technological barriers

associated with the decreasing device geometries demand the
development of better modeling tools.

Therefore, integrated

circuit manufacturers will increase the significance of
thermal analysis throughout the design process.

A possible

design flow which incorporates the TWSPICE algorithm is
given in figure 20.

Although the TWSPICE analysis has been

given as an option in figure 20, future design
considerations may require electro-thermal analysis to
ensure a functional integrated circuit device.
8.2

Conclusion

An enhanced version of the SPICE algorithm, named
TWSPICE, which allows the simulation and analysis of
electro-thermal interactions on integrated circuit devices
has been presented in full detail.

The structure of the

memory allocation and an operational flowchart have been
graphically portrayed for the TWSPICE algorithm.
Furthermore, explicit descriptions were given for the
subroutines which perform the diverse functions of the
TWSPICE algorithm.

Also, guidelines have been provided for

the application of TWSPICE to various integrated circuit
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SCHEMATIC CAPTURE
DESIGN ENTRY AND EDIT

CONSTRUCT INPUT DATA FILE

SPICE SIMULATION
OF TEST DATA

NO

TESTS
PASS
YES
OPTIONAL

CHOOSE PACKAGE

TWSPICE SIMULATION
OF TEST DATA USING
THE EXTPAN OPTION

h>| LAYOUT DESIGN
OPTIONAL

DETERMINE THERMAL
PARAMETERS FOR
EQUATION (7-2)

CONSTRUCT TOPOGRAPHY
DATA FILE

ASSEMBLE TWSPICE
INPUT DATA FILE

TWSPICE SIMULATION
OF TEST DATA

NO

TESTS
PASS

FIGURE 20.

YES

FABRICATE

Design Flow of an Integrated Circuit Using
the TWSPICE Algorithm.
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devices and analysis techniques.

Then, the TWSPICE

algorithm was utilized to study and report the effects of
thermal influences on various basic circuit components.

In

addition, TWSPICE was used to analyze and characterize the
thermal profiles and electro-thermal interactions which were
generated by hypothetical integrated circuit devices.
Finally, modifications were described which would improve
the efficiency and overall utilization of the TWSPICE
algorithm.
The Unit Profile Method, which is located internally to
the TWSPICE algorithm, provides real-time thermal analysis
of multiple heat sources.

Whereas previous analysis

techniques combined SPICE and a relatively inferior thermal
analysis algorithm for basic DC simulations, the TWSPICE
algorithm provides complete electro-thermal analysis of DC
and transient simulations with testing for thermal
convergence.

Furthermore, specific device operating

temperatures can be simulated for AC and DC transfer curve
analyses.

Clearly, the computational ability of the TWSPICE

algorithm surpasses the abilities of other algorithms that
have been employed for simulation of electro-thermal
interactions.
The substantial power densities on current integrated
circuit devices have created significant heat dissipation
problems.

Next generation integrated circuit devices will
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doubtlessly be characterized by further increases in power
density on the substrate surface.

Current problems of

device and circuit reliability, localized hot spots, and
thermal runaway will only become more prevalent.

The

gallium-arsenide substrates and smaller device geometries
will simply compound the existing problems.

Surmounting the

possible technological barriers that result will require
further development and refinement of simulation and
modeling tools.
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APPENDIX A

A TWSPICE Output Listing for the Basic
Circuit Given in Figure 16

The following depicts a sample output listing which was
created by the TWSPICE algorithm during an electro-thermal
analysis of the circuit shown in figure 16.

The listing has

been manually altered to the proper margin format.

Although

nonessential data was omitted for concision, the simulation
results have not been edited or revised.

Similar to SPICE,

the first page of the output listing is simply a
reproduction of the input data file.

Unlike SPICE, however,

the next three pages list the resistor, diode, and BJT
transistor elements, respectively, and include, if any, the
individual temperature increases specified in the input data
file.

Furthermore, the parameter values, which are

appropriately updated for the specified temperature
increase, are printed for each circuit element.

The entries

into the power dissipation column will always be zero at
this location of the output listing.

The power dissipation

column is only valid after the simulation analysis.

Any

subsequent versions of TWSPICE should exclude the power
dissipation column at this location.

The next two pages

list the models for the diode and BJT transistor elements,
respectively.

The models specified in the input data file
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will have a temperature value of AMBIENT.

Diode and BJT

transistor elements that were specified with an initial
operating temperature in the input data file may require
increased temperature models.

Any required increased

temperature models will also be printed at this location of
the listing.

These five pages can be suppressed by

specifying NOTEMP in the .OPTIONS card.

After thermal

convergence is attained and the solution section has been
printed, the final parameter values, temperature increases,
and power dissipations for the individual circuit elements
and models are listed to illustrate the electro-thermal
interactions.

This data is also suppressed by listing

NOTEMP in the .OPTIONS card.

The final page gives an

account of various simulation statistics which also includes
additional statistics associated only with the TWSPICE
algorithm.

This page was generated by specifying ACCT in

the .OPTIONS card.
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***12-MAR-91 *****

TWSPICE 1.0 (17DEC90) *****11:23:34*****

DC VINPUT LOW FIGURE 18
****

INPUT LISTING

TEMPERATURE -

27.000 DEG C

************************************************************

*

R1 2
R2 1
R3 6
R4 1
•
REXT

4
5
0
3

10K TC=5.7E-4,6.9E-6 :LD=16,18,18,40
2.5K TC«5.7E-4,6.9E-6 LD=22,38,24,44
600 TC=7.6E-4,2.05E-6 LD=38 ,12,46 ,14
1.8K TC=5.7E-4,6 .9E-6 LD=38,28,46 ,32

3 0 5K EXTERNAL

it

Dl 5 6 DESD4D LD=38,18,46,24
•
Ql 5 4 0 T3NW LD=24,16,34,30
Q2 3 6 0 T3NW LD=30,36,44,46
*

VCC 1 0 DC 10
VINPUT 2 0 DC 0.8
*
.MODEL DESD4D D (IS=111.3E-18 RS=8.503 N=1.002 EG=1.11
+ BV=24.95 IBV=10.OE-6 CJO=1.05E-12 VJ=0.605 M-0.305
+ TT=0 FG-0.5 XTI=3)
*

.MODEL T3NW NPN (IS=2.22E-17 BF=128 NF=1 VAF=33.727
+ IKF=0.008898 ISE=0 NE=1.5 BR=1.352 NR=1 VAR=3.813
+ IKR=0.00013703 ISC=0 NC=1.5 RB=562.6 IRB=0 RBM=168.18
+ RE=6.43 RC=117.88 XTB=1.395 EG=1.115 XTI=4.004
+ CJE=3.18E-14 VJE=0.91 MJE=0.419 TF=2E-11 XTF=9.17 VTF=2.24
+ ITF=0.09996 PTF=0 CJC=5.2409E-14 VJC=0.715 MJC-0.38
+ XCJC=0.13772 TR=4.0E-10 CJS=1.8772E-13 VJS=0.567 MJS=0.402
+ FC=0.5)
*

•OPTIONS ACCT TMPTOL=l TMXTOL=2
.TGRAD 1
.THERM -3000 0 8000 -0.367 0 500 1 0.234 1.5 1 0 362
+ -0.00125
.CHDIM 0 60 0 60 3 3 10
.PRINT DC V(3)
.END

X38

***12-MAR-91 *****

TWSPICE 1.0 (17DEC90) *****11:23:34*****

DC VINPUT LOW FIGURE 18
RESISTOR THERMAL PARAMETERS

TEMPERATURE 27.000 DEG C
THERMAL RESOLUTION = 1.000 DEG C

************************************************************
RESISTOR
Rl
R2
R3
R4
REXT

VALUE
1.000D+04
2.500D+03
6.000D+02
1.800D+03
5.000D+03

TEMP.
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00

POWER DISP.(W)
0.000D+00
0.000D+00
0.000D+00
0.000D+00
0.000D+00

***12-MAR-91 *****

TWSPICE 1.0 (17DEC90) *****11:23:34****

DC VINPUT LOW FIGURE 18
DIODE THERMAL PARAMETERS

TEMPERATURE 27.000 DEG
THERMAL RESOLUTION = 1.000 DEG

***********************************************************

DIODE
Dl

MODEL
DESD4D

TEMP.
0.00

POWER DISP.(W)
0.000D+00

***12-MAR-91 *****

TWSPICE 1.0 (17DEC90) *****11:23:34*****

DC VINPUT LOW FIGURE 18
BJT THERMAL PARAMETERS

TEMPERATURE =
27.000 DEG C
THERMAL RESOLUTION « 1.000 DEG C

************************************************************
BJT
Q1
Q2

MODEL
T3NW
T3NW

TEMP.
0.00
0.00

POWER DISP.(W)
0.000D+00
0.000D+00

***12-MAR-91 *****

TWSPICE 1.0 (17DEC90) *****11:23:34*****

DC VINPUT LOW FIGURE 18
DIODE MODEL THERMAL PARAMETERS TEMPERATURE 27.000 DEG C
THERMAL RESOLUTION = 1.000 DEG C
************************************************************
MODEL
DESD4D

IS
1.113D-16

VJ
6.050D-01

CJO
1.050D-12

TEMP.
AMBIENT
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***12-MAR-91 *****

TWSPICE 1.0 (17DEC90) *****11:23:34*****

DC VINPUT LOW FIGURE 18
BJT MODEL THERMAL PARAMETERS
TEMPERATURE =
27.000 DEG C
THERMAL RESOLUTION - 1.000 DEG C
************************************************************

NAME

T3NW

JS

BF

ISE

BR

TEMP.

2.220D-17 1.280D+02 0.000D+00 1.352D+00 AMBIENT
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***12-MAR-91 *****

TWSPICE 1.0 (17DEC90) *****11:23:34*****

DC VINPUT LOW FIGURE 18
SMALL SIGNAL BIAS SOLUTION

TEMPERATURE 27.000 DEG C
THERMAL RESOLUTION = 1.000 DEG C

************************************************************
(

1)

10.0000

(

2)

0.8000

(

3)

0.6950

(

4)

0.7748

(

5)

1.9529

(

6)

1.1464

VOLTAGE SOURCE CURRENTS
NAME

CURRENT

VCC

-8.016D-03

VINPUT

-2.512D-06

TOTAL POWER DISSIPATION

8.02D-02

WATTS
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***12-MAR-91 *****

TWSPICE 1.0 (17DEC90) *****11:23:34*****

DC VINPUT LOW FIGURE 18
OPERATING POINT INFORMATION
TEMPERATURE =
27.000 DEG C
THERMAL RESOLUTION » 1.000 DEG C
************************************************************

**** DIODES

MODEL
ID
VD
REQ
CAP

Dl
DESD4D13
2.79E-03
0.806
9.68E+00
2.OlE-12

**** BIPOLAR JUNCTION TRANSISTORS

MODEL
IB
IC
VBE
VBC
VCE
BETADC
GM
RPI
RX
RO
CPI
CMU
CBX
CCS
BETAAC
FT

Q1
T3NW 09
2.51E-06
2.69E-04
0.775
-1.178
1.953
107.036
9.66E-03
1.06E+04
4.85E+02
1.04E+05
2.49E-13
5.04E-15
3.16E-14
1.04E-13
102.410
5.38E+09

Q2
T3NW 11
8.99E-04
4.81E-03
1.146
0.451
0.695
5.354
1.16E-01
1.25E+02
2.46E+02
1.49E+01
9.71E-12
1.46E-11
1.03E-13
1.73E-13
14.577
7.59E+08
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TWSPICE 1.0 (17DEC90) *****11:23:34*****

DC VINPUT LOW FIGURE 18

RESISTOR THERMAL PARAMETERS

RESISTOR
Rl
R2
R3
R4

REXT

VALUE
1.005D+04
2.628D+03
6.051D+02
1.878D+03
5.000D+03

TEMPERATURE 27.000 DEG C
THERMAL RESOLUTION - 1.000 DEG C

TEMP.
7.77
54.14
10.77
48.26
0.00

POWER DISP.(W)
6.339D-08
2.464D-02
2.172D-03
4.609D-02
9.661D-05

***12-MAR-91 *****

TWSPICE 1.0 (17DEC90) *****11:23:34*****

DC VINPUT LOW FIGURE 18

DIODE THERMAL PARAMETERS

TEMPERATURE =
27.000 DEG C
THERMAL RESOLUTION = 1.000 DEG C

************************************************************
DIODE
Dl

MODEL
DESD4D13

TEMP.
13.00

POWER DISP.(W)
2.187D-03
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TWSPICE 1.0 (17DEC90) *****11:23:34*****

DC VINPUT LOW FIGURE 18
BJT THERMAL PARAMETERS

TEMPERATURE =

THERMAL RESOLUTION -

27.000 DEG C
1.000 DEG C

************************************************************

BJT
Ql
Q2

MODEL
T3NW
T3NW

TEMP.
09
11

9.00
11.00

POWER DISP.(W)
5.179D-04
1.236D-03
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***12-MAR-91 *****

TWSPICE 1.0 (17DEC90) *****11:23:34*****

DC VINPUT LOW FIGURE 18
DIODE MODEL THERMAL PARAMETERS

TEMPERATURE =

THERMAL RESOLUTION =

27.000 DEG C
1.000 DEG C

************************************************************
MODEL
DESD4D00
DESD4D13

IS
1.113D-16
7.479D-16

VJ
6.050D-01
5.759D-01

CJO
1.050D-12
1.067D-12

TEMP.

AMBIENT
13.00
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TWSPICE 1.0 (17DEC90) *****11:23:34*****

DC VINPUT LOW FIGURE 18

BJT MODEL THERMAL PARAMETERS
TEMPERATURE =
27.000 DEG C
THERMAL RESOLUTION = 1.000 DEG C
************************************************************

NAME
T3NW
T3NW
T3NW

JS

BF

ISE

BR

TEMP,

00 2.220D-17 1.280D+02 0.000D+00 1.352D+00 AMBIENT
09 8.765D-17 1.334D+02 0.000D+00 1.409D+00 9.00
11 1.177D-16 1.346D+02 0.000D+00 1.422D+00 11.00

JOB CONCLUDED
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TWSPICE 1.0 (17DEC90) *****11:23:34*****

DC VINPUT LOW FIGURE 18
JOB STATISTICS SUMMARY

TEMPERATURE =

THERMAL RESOLUTION =

27.000 DEG C
1.000 DEG C

************************************************************

NUNODS NCNODS NUMNOD NUMEL
7

7

14

DIODES

10

BJTS

12

NUMTEM ICVFLG JTRFLG JACFLG INOISE
1

0

NSTOP

0

NTTBR

0

NTTAR

MFETS

0

0

IDIST

NOGO

0

0

0

IOPS

IFILL

JFETS

PERSPA

16,

51,

53.

2,

98.

79.297

NUMTTP

NUMRTP

NUMNIT

MAXMEM

MEMUSE

COPYKNT

0.

NUMTGD

0.

NUMSUB

1

16

0.

NTPRF
91

400000
2

0.28

0.04
0.00
0.28

0.
23.

0.040
0.010

2.

0.00
0.00
0.00

0.
0.

0.48
0.00
0.00

0.03
0.070
0.000
0.000
0.000

TIME
ELAPSED

0: 0: 1.20

16876.

ITTHRM

READIN
SETUP
TRCURV
DCAN
DCDCMP
DCSOL
ACAN
TRANAN
OUTPUT
LTPGEN
MAKMAP
PROFIL
THMANL
LOAD
CODGEN
CODEXC
MACINS

CPU

2216

0: 0: 3.41

OVERHEAD
TOTAL JOB TIME

PAGE
FAULTS

DIRECT
I/O

65
0.60
1.20

BUFFERED
I/O
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APPENDIX B
A TWSPICE Output Listing for the 741
Operational Amplifier Given in Figure 19

The following depicts a sample output listing which was
created by the TWSPICE algorithm during an electro-thermal
analysis of the circuit shown in figure 19.

Again, the

listing has been manually altered to the proper margin
format.

Likewise, nonessential data was omitted for

concision; but, the simulation results have not been edited
or revised.

The objective of this output listing is to

illustrate possible problems associated with TWSPICE
simulation of large circuits.

First, the amount of

topography data required to characterize the circuit layout
has become substantial.

Construction of the topography data

is tedious and subject to error.

Also, the creation of the

LTP table has consumed an overwhelming amount of the total
simulation time.

From the job statistics summary given on

the last page of the output listing, subroutine LTPGEN which
creates the LTP table required nearly eleven minutes of CPU
time during the simulation.

The total simulation time

excluding subroutine LTPGEN required approximately ten
seconds.

Fortunately, both problems could be eliminated by

software automation.
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***10-MAR -91 *****

TWSPICE 1.0 (17DEC90) *****20:25:39*****

OP AMP THERMAL TEST
****

INPUT LISTING

TEMPERATURE -

27.000 DEG C

************************************************************

Rl 15 2 IK TC=7.6E-4,2.05E-6 LD =186,200,200,202
R2 16 2 IK TC=7.6E-4,2.05E-6 LD-186,180,200,182
R3A 14 27 8.1K TC=5.7E-4,6.9E-6 LD=186,230,204,232
R3B 27 28 8.1K T05.7E-4 ,6.9E-6 LD=202 ,212,204 ,230
R3C 28 29 8.1K TC=5.7E-4,6.9E-6 LD=186,210,204,212
R3D 29 30 1.8K TC=5.7E-4,6.9E-6 LD=186,206,188,210
R3E 30 31 8.1K TC=5.7E-4,6.9E-6 LD=188,206,206,208
R3F 31 32 8.1K TC=5.7E-4,6.9E-6 LD=208,206,210,224
R3G 32 2 8.1K TC=5.7E-4,6.9E-6 LD=208,222,226,224
R4 10 2 5K TC=5.7E-4,6.9E-6 LD=182,300,184,312
R5A 11 33 9K TC=5.7E-4,6.9E-6 LD=100,348,120,350
R5B 33 34 9K TC=5.7E-4,6.9E-6 LD=118,328,120,348
R5C 34 35 2.7K TC=5.7E-4,6.9E-6 LD=118,326,124,328
R5D 35 36 9K TC=5.7E-4,6.9E-6 LD=122,328,124,350
R5E 36 9 9K TC=5.7E-4,6.9E-6 LD=104,352,124,354
R6 23 24 27 TC=7.6E-4,2.05E-6 LD=358,200,360,212
R7 24 25 22 TC=7.6E-4,2.05E-6 LD=358,180,360,194
R8 22 2 100 TC=7.6E-4,2.05E-6 LD=270,190,274,192
R9A 21 37 8.1K TC=5.7E-4,6.9E-6 LD=220,206,238,208
R9B 37 38 8.1K TC=5.7E-4,6.9E-6 LD=220,202,238,204
R9C 38 39 8.1K TC=5.7E-4,6.9E-6 LD=220,198,238,200
R9D 39 40 1.8K TC=5.7E-4,6.9E-6 LD=236,192,238,198
R9E 40 41 8.1K TC=5.7E-4,6.9E-6 LD=220,190,238f192
R9F 41 42 8.1K TC=5.7E-4,6.9E-6 LD=220,186,238,188
R9G 42 2 8.1K TC=5.7E-4,6.9E-6 LD=220,182,238,184
RlOA 19 43 9K TC=5.7E-4,6.9E-6 LD=272,304,292,306
RlOB 43 44 1.8K TC=5.7E-4,6.9E-6 LD=290,306,292,310
R10C 44 45 9K TC=5.7E-4,6.9E-6 LD=272,310,292,312
R10D 45 46 1.8K TC=5.7E-4,6.9E-6 LD=272,312,274,316
R10E 46 47 9K TC=5.7E-4,6.9E-6 LD=272,316,292,318
R10F 47 48 1.8K TC=5.7E-4,6.9E-6 LD=290,318,292,322
R10G 48 20 7.2K TC=5.7E-4,6.9E-6 LD=276,322,292,324
RllA 26 49 8.1K TC=5.7E-4,6.9E-6 LD=262,154,280,156
RllB 49 50 8.1K TC=5.7E-4,6.9E-6 LD=262,150,280,152
RllC 50 51 8.1K TC=5.7E-4,6.9E-6 LD=262,146,280,148
RllD 51 52 1.8K TC=5.7E-4,6.9E-6 LD=278,140,280,146
RllE 52 53 8.1K TC=5.7E-4,6.9E-6 LD=262,138,280,140
R11F 53 54 8.1K TC=5.7E-4,6.9E-6 LD=262,134,280,136
RllG 54 2 8.1K TC=5.7E-4,6.9E-6 LD=262,130,280,132
*
Q1 5 3 7 T6NW LD =40,220,62,254
Q2 5 24 8 T6NW LD=40,180,62,214
Q3 12 6 7 TVPA8 LD=74,220,120,254
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Q4 13 6 8 TVPA8 LD =74,180,120,214
Q5 12 14 15 T6NW LD=140,198,174,220
Q6 13 14 16 T6NW LD=140,166,174,188
Q7 1 12 14 T6NW LD=140,226,174,228
Q8 5 5 1 TVPA8 LD=40,260,74,306
Q9 6 5 1 TVPA8 LD=86,260,120,306
Q10 6 9 10 T6NW LD=140,298,174,320
Qll 9 9 2 T6NW LD=140,260,174,282
Q12 11 11 1 TVPA8 LD=40,320,86,354
Q13A 18 11 1 TVPA8 LD=194,326,240,360
Q13B 17 11 1 TVPA8 LD=314,326,360,360
Q14 1 18 23 TlONW LD=334,234,360,270
Q15 18 23 24 TlONW LD=300,200,336,226
Q16 1 13 21 T6NW LD=200,154,234,176
Q17 17 21 22 T6NW LD=246,200,280,222
Q18 18 19 20 T3NW LD=336,286,360,312
Q19 18 18 19 T3NW LD=200,288,226,312
Q20 2 20 25 TVPA8 LD=314,120,360,154
Q21 26 25 24 TVPA8 LD=300,160,346,194
Q22 13 26 2 T6NW LD=260,160,294,182
Q23A 2 17 20 TVPA8 LD=200,240,246,276
Q23B 2 17 13 TVPA8 LD=272,240,306,286
Q24 26 26 2 T6NW LD=260,100,294 ,122
*
CI 13 17 30P
*
VCC 1 0 DC 15
VEE 2 0 DC -15
VINPUT 3 0 DC -2
*
.MODEL T3NW NPN (IS=2.22E-17 BF =128 NF=1 VAF=33.727
+ IKF=0.008898 ISE=0 NE==1.5 BR=1.352 NR=1 VAR=3.813
+ IKR=0.00013703 ISC-0 NC=1.5 RB-562.6 IRB-0 RBM»168.18
+ RE-6.43 RC=117.88 XTB=1.395 EG=1.115 XTI=4.004
+ CJE=3.18E-14 VJE=0.91 MJE=0.419 TF=2E-11 XTF=9.17 VTF=2.24
+ ITF=0.09996 PTF=0 CJC=5.2409E-14 VJC=0.715 MJC=0.38
+ XCJC=0.13772 TR=4.0E-10 CJS=1.8772E-13 VJS=0.567 MJS=0.402

+ FC=0.5)
*

.MODEL T6NW NPN (IS=3.885E-17 BF =128 NF =1 VAF=33.727
+ IKF=0.015571 ISE=0 NE=1.5 BR=2.366 NR=1 VAR=3.813
+ IKR=0.0002398 ISC=0 NC=1.5 RB=447.48 IRB=0 RBM=118.79
+ RE=3.6743 RC=69.593 XTB=1.395 EG=1.115 XTI=4.004
+ CJE=5.565E-14 VJE=0.91 MJE=0.419 TF=2E-11 XTF=9.17 VTF=2.24
+ ITF=0.17493 PTF=0 CJC=6.8565E-14 VJC=0.715 MJC=0.38
+ XCJC=0.18423 TR=4.0E-10 CJS=2.1623E-13 VJS=0.567 MJS=0.402

+ FC=0.5)
*

.MODEL TlONW NPN (IS=6.105E-17 BF=128 NF=1 VAF=33.727
+ IKF=0.024469 1SE=0 NE=1.5 BR=3.718 NR=1 VAR=3.813
+ IKR=0.00037683 ISC=0 NC=1.5 RB=354.32 IRB=0 RBM=85.397
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+ RE =2.3382 RC=48.766 XTB =1.395 EG =1.115 XTI =«4.004
+ CJE-8.745E-14 VJE=0.91 MJE=0.419 TF=2E-11 XTF-9.17 VTF-2.24
+ ITF=0.27489 PTF=0 CJC=9.0108E-14 VJC=0.715 MJC=0.38
+ XCJC-O.22029 TR=4.0E-10 CJS=2.468E-13 VJS=0.567 MJS=0.402
+ FC=0.5)
*

•MODEL TVPA8 PNP (IS=5 .6175E-16 BF=100 NF=1 VAF=11.015
+ IKF=0.001324 ISE=0 NE=1.5 BR=9.8 NR=1 VAR=6.631
+ IKR=0.00040489 ISC=0 NC=1.5 RB=563 IRB=0 RBM=0
+ RE=4.21 RC=146 XTB=2.806 EG=1.185 XTI=0.1418
+ CJE=5.5136E-14 VJE=0.715 MJE=0.38 TF=1.515E-11 XTF=»13 VTF=2.56
+ ITF=0 PTF=0 CJC=1.6889E-13 VJC=0.76 MJC=0.335
+ XCJC=0.40191 TR=6.OE-9 CJS=5.1968E-13 VJS=0.76 MJS-0.3738
+ FC=0.5)
*

.TGRAD 5
.CHDIM 0 400 60 400 9 9 40
.THERM -2000 0 5000 -0.345 0 300 1 0.234 1.5 1 0 245 -0.00133
*
•OPTIONS ACCT TMPTOL=3 TMXTOL=5 ITLTHM=20 ITLl=200
.PRINT DC V(3) V(24)

.END

***10-MAR-91
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TWSPICE 1.0 (17DEC90) *****20:25:39*****

OP AMP THERMAL TEST
RESISTOR THERMAL PARAMETERS
TEMPERATURE =
THERMAL RESOLUTION =

27.000 DEG C
5.000 DEG C

************************************************************
RESISTOR
RL
R2
R3A
R3B
R3C
R3D
R3E
R3F
R3G
R4
R5A
R5B
R5C
R5D
R5E
R6
R7
R8
R9A
R9B
R9C
R9D
R9E
R9F
R9G
R10A
R10B
R10C
R10D
R10E
RI OF
R10G
RLLA
RLLB
RLLC
RLLD
RLLE
RLLF
RLLG

VALUE
1.000D+03
1.000D+03
8.100D+03
8.100D+03
8.100D+03
1.800D+03
8.100D+03
8.100D+03
8.100D+03
5.000D+03
9.000D+03
9.000D+03
2.700D+03
9.000D+03
9.000D+03
2.700D+01
2.200D+01
1.000D+02
8.100D+03
8.100D+03
8.100D+03
1.800D+03
8.100D+03
8.100D+03
8.100D+03
9.000D+03
1.800D+03
9.000D+03
1.800D+03
9.000D+03
1.800D+03
7.200D+03
8.100D+03
8.100D+03
8.100D+03
1.800D+03
8.100D+03
8.100D+03
8.100D+03

TEMP.
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00

POWER DISP.(W)
0.000D+00
0.000D+00
0.000D+00
0.000D+00
0.000D+00
0.000D+00
0.000D+00
0.000D+00
0.000D+00
0.000D+00
0.000D+00
0.000D+00
0.000D+00
0.000D+00
0.000D+00
0.000D+00
0.000D+00
0.000D+00
0.000D+00
0.000D+00
0.000D+00
0.000D+00
0.000D+00
0.000D+00
0.000D+00
0.000D+00
0.000D+00
0.000D+00
0.000D+00
0.000D+00
0.000D+00
0.000D+00
0.000D+00
0.000D+00
0.000D+00
0.000D+00
0.000D+00
0.000D+00
0.000D+00
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***10-MAR -91 *****

TWSPICE 1.0 (17DEC90) *****20:25:39*****

OP AMP THERMAL TEST
BJT THERMAL PARAMETERS

TEMPERATURE =
THERMAL RESOLUTION =

27.000 DEG C
5.000 DEG C

************************************************************

BJT
Q1
Q2
Q3
Q4
Q5
Q6
Q7
Q8
Q9
Q10
Qll
Q12
Q13A
Q13B
Q14
Q15
Q16
Q17
Q18
Q19
Q20
Q21
Q22
Q23A
Q23B
Q24

MODEL
T6NW
T6NW
TVPA8
TVPA8
T6NW
T6NW
T6NW
TVPA8
TVPA8
T6NW
T6NW
TVPA8
TVPA8
TVPA8
T10NW
T10NW
T6NW
T6NW
T3NW
T3NW
TVPA8
TVPA8
T6NW
TVPA8
TVPA8
T6NW

TEMP.
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00

POWER DISP
0.000D+00
0.000D+00
0.000D+00
0.000D+00
0.000D+00
0.000D+00
0.000D+00
0.000D+00
0.000D+00
0.000D+00
0.000D+00
0.000D+00
0.000D+00
0.000D+00
0.000D+00
0.000D+00
0.000D+00
0.000D+00
0.000D+00
0.000D+00
0.000D+00
0.000D+00
0.000D+00
0.000D+00
0.000D+00
0.000D+00
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TWSPICE 1.0 (17DEC90) *****20:25:39*****

OP AMP THERMAL TEST
SMALL SIGNAL BIAS SOLUTION
TEMPERATURE =
THERMAL RESOLUTION =

(

VCC

)

15.0000

(

VEE

)

-15.0000

( VINPUT )

-2.0000

( VOUT

-2.0095

)

VOLTAGE SOURCE CURRENTS
NAME

CURRENT

VCC

-5.740D-03

VEE

5.740D-03

VINPUT

-2.655D-08

TOTAL POWER DISSIPATION

1.72D-01

WATTS

27.000 DEG C
5.000 DEG C

***10—MAR—91 *****
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OP AMP THERMAL TEST
RESISTOR THERMAL PARAMETERS
TEMPERATURE =
THERMAL RESOLUTION =

27.000 DEG C
5.000 DEG C

************************************************************
RESISTOR
R1
R2
R3A
R3B
R3C
R3D
R3E
R3F
R3G
R4
R5A
R5B
R5C
R5D
R5E
R6
R7
R8
R9A
R9B
R9C
R9D
R9E
R9F
R9G
R10A
Rl OB
R10C
R10D
R10E
R10F
R10G
RllA
RllB
RllC
RllD
RllE
RllF
RllG

VALUE
1.008D+03
1.004D+03
8.143D+03
8.145D+03
8.151D+03
1.812D+03
8.152D+03
8.145D+03
8.135D+03
5.033D+03
9.020D+03
9.022D+03
2.706D+03
9.021D+03
9.020D+03
2.716D+01
2.215D+01
1.008D+02
8.135D+03
8.137D+03
8.138D+03
1.807D+03
8.140D+03
8.141D+03
8.143D+03
9.166D+03
1.832D+03
9.125D+03
1.824D+03
9.123D+03
1.816D+03
7.297D+03
8.146D+03
8.146D+03
8.147D+03
1.810D+03
8.120D+03
8.120D+03
8.120D+03

TEMP.
10.02
5.11
8.39
8.76
9.80
10.09
9.96
8.83
7.07
10.30
3.80
4.04
3.52
3.82
3.75
7.86
8.72
10.51
7.01
7.37
7.59
6.67
7.88
8.13
8.54
24.85
24.42
19.61
19.17
19.42
13.70
19.10
9.02
9.07
9.08
8.89
4.14
4.14
4.14

POWER DISP.(W)
2.000D-08
1.271D-08
1.372D-06
1.373D-06
1.374D-06
3.053D-07
1.374D-06
1.373D-06
1.371D-06
2.476D-06
4.863D-03
4.864D-03
1.459D-03
4.863D-03
4.863D-03
4.103D-05
3.346D-05
4.381D-04
3.316D-06
3.317D-06
3.318D-06
7.368D-07
3.318D-06
3.319D-06
3.320D-06
4.022D-06
8.042D-07
4.004D-06
8.006D-07
4.004D-06
7.971D-07
3.202D-06
7.381D-18
7.381D-18
7.381D-18
1.640D-18
7.357D-18
7.357D-18
7.357D-18
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OP AMP THERMAL TEST
BJT THERMAL PARAMETERS

TEMPERATURE =
THERMAL RESOLUTION =

27.000 DEG C
5.000 DEG C

************************************************************
BJT
Q1
Q2
Q3
Q4
Q5
Q6
Q7
Q8
Q9
Q10
Qll
Q12
Q13A
Q13B
Q14
Q15
Q16
Q17
Q18
Q19
Q20
Q21
Q22
Q23A
Q23B
Q24

MODEL
T6NW
T6NW
TVPA8
TVPA8
T6NW
T6NW
T6NW
TVPA8
TVPA8
T6NW
T6NW
TVPA8
TVPA8
TVPA8
T10NW
T10NW
T6NW
T6NW
T3NW
T3NW
TVPA8
TVPA8
T6NW
TVPA8
TVPA8
T6NW

TEMP.
00
00
00
00
01
00
01
01
01
03
03
01
01
02
03
03
01
03
02
02
01
03
02
03
06
01

0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
5.00
0.00
5.00
5.00
5.00
15.00
15.00
5.00
5.00
10.00
15.00
15.00
5.00
15.00
10.00
10.00
5.00
15.00
10.00
15.00
30.00
5.00

POWER DISP
7.627D-05
6.292D-05
4.930D-05
3.919D-05
5.841D-06
6.048D-06
3.813D-04
4.815D-06
4.008D-04
2.570D-04
5.351D-04
4.513D-04
2.630D-02
- 3.741D-02
2.067D-02
8.202D-13
1.028D-03
2.308D-02
2.196D-03
2.802D-05
1.561D-02
3.826D-10
4.269D-12
1.965D-02
2.146D-11
2.352D-24
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OP AMP THERMAL TEST
BJT MODEL THERMAL PARAMETERS
TEMPERATURE =
THERMAL RESOLUTION =

27.000 DEG C
5.000 DEG C

************************************************************

IAME
T3NW
T6NW
T10NW
TVPA8
T6NW
TVPA8
T6NW
TVPA8
T10NW
T3NW
TVPA8
T6NW
TVPA8

00
00
00
00
01
01
03
02
03
02
03
02
06

JOB CONCLUDED

JS

BF

2.220D-17
3.885D-17
6.105D-17
5.618D-16
8.412D-17
1.193D-15
3.675D-16
2.472D-15
5.776D-16
1.016D-16
5.007D-15
1.778D-16
3.660D-14

1.280D+02
1 .280D+02
1 .280D+02
1.000D+02
1 .310D+02
1.047D+02
1.370D+02
1.096D+02
1 .370D+02
1.340D+02
1.147D+02
1.340D+02
1.306D+02

ISE
0.000D+00
0.000D+00
0.000D+00
0.OOOD+OO
0. OOOD+OO
0. OOOD+OO
0.000D+00
0. OOOD+OO
0. OOOD+OO
0. OOOD+OO
0. OOOD+OO
0. OOOD+OO
0. OOOD+OO

BR
1 .352D+00
2.366D+00
3.718D+00
9.800D+00
2.421D+00
1 .027D+01
2.533D+00
1 .074D+01
3.980D+00
1 .415D+00
1.124D+01
2.477D+00
1 .280D+01

TEMP.
AMBIENT
AMBIENT
AMBIENT
AMBIENT
5.00
5.00
15.00
10.00
15.00
10.00
15.00
10.00
30.00
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OP AMP THERMAL TEST
JOB STATISTICS SUMMARY

TEMPERATURE =
THERMAL RESOLUTION =

27.000 DEG C
5.000 DEG C

************************************************************

NUNODS NCNODS NUMNOD NUMEL
54

54

132

DIODES

BJTS

JFETS

MFETS

0

26

0

0

IDIST

NOGO

69

NUMTEM ICVFLG JTRFLG JACFLG INOISE
1

0

0

0

0

0

0

IOPS

PERSPA

135.

571.

713.

142.

1621.

96.088

NUMTTP

NUMRTP

NUMNIT

MAXMEM

MEMUSE

COPYKNT

NSTOP

NTTBR

0.

NUMTGD

NTTAR

0

NUMSUB

1

100

IFILL

0.

NTPRF
2221

READIN
SETUP
TRCURV
DCAN
DCDCMP
DCSOL
ACAN
TRANAN
OUTPUT
LTPGEN
MAKMAP
PROFIL
THMANL
LOAD
CODGEN
CODEXC
MACINS

ELAPSED

0:11: 7.49

18596

74668.

ITTHRM
2
0.51
0.22
0.00
9.28
3.761
1.350
0.00
0.00
0.00
657.28
0.01
0.02
0.08
3.579
0.000
0.000
0.000

TIME
CPU

400000

0:11:33.42

OVERHEAD
TOTAL JOB TIME

0.
276.
2.
0.
0.

0.

PAGE
FAULTS

DIRECT
I/O

BUFFERED

207

5

2

657.48
667.49

I/O
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